
No. Date Author Position Topic Quote Original language Link

1 11/11/2023 Yoav Gallant Minister of Defense civilian harm 
“I am saying here to the citizens of Lebanon, I already see the citizens in Gaza walking with white flags along the 
coast... If Hezbollah makes mistakes of this kind, the ones who will pay the price are first of all the citizens of 
Lebanon. What we are doing in Gaza, we know how to do in Beirut.”

Hebrew
https://twitter.com/omarrahman/status/1723449658179977278?s=20
https://www.timesofisrael.com/liveblog_entry/touring-north-gallant-warns-hezbollah-close-
to-making-a-grave-mistake/

2 09/10/2023 Yoav Gallant Minister of Defense
civilian harm/collective 
punishment

"We will end things inside Gaza […]. I have removed all restraints, [you’re allowed to] attack everything, kill those who 
fight us, whether there is one terrorist or there are hundreds of terrorists, [ordering to attack] through the air, land, 
with tanks, with bulldozers, by all means, there are no compromises. Gaza will not return to what it was." The patriots 
on channel 14 episode posted October 9 2023 Gallant [19:38 – 20:17] minutes 

Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8E54R76rowCcCOn_HQf36o1RF3_oD3z4 

3 12/11/2023 Binyamin 
Netanyahu

Prime Minister
genocidal intent/civilian 
harm/collective punishment

Benjamin Netanyahu Calls Civilian Deaths in Gaza ‘Collateral Damage’ The Israeli prime minister’s comments come 
as the Palestinian death toll soars over 11,000.

English

https://www.nbcnews.com/meet-the-press/video/full-netanyahu-everyone-in-the-world-is-
sitting-on-the-bleachers-197679685846 | https://www.huffpost.com/entry/benjamin-
netanyahu-calls-civilian-deaths-in-gaza-collateral-
damage_n_6552863ee4b0c9f246614ad3#:~:text=The%20Israeli%20prime%20minister's%20co
mments,death%20toll%20soars%20over%2011%2C000.  Another link: 
https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/benjamin-netanyahu-israel-gaza-collateral-
damage_n_655119bfe4b0373d70b28a56 | Another link: 
https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/benjamin-netanyahu-israel-gaza-collateral-
damage_n_655119bfe4b0373d70b28a56

4 07/10/2023 Binyamin 
Netanyahu

Prime Minister
civilian harm/collective 
punishment

"Gaza is the city of evil, we will turn all the places in which Hamas deploys and hides into ruins. I am telling the people 
of Gaza – get out of there now. We will act everywhere and with full power”

to be updated
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/oct/13/israel-darkest-day-24-hours-of-terror-
hamas-gaza 

5 17/11/2023 Binyamin Netanyahu Prime Minister
genocidal intent/civilian 
harm/collective punishment

"It is necessary to make cultural changes in Gaza such as in Japan and Germany following WWII" English

https://twitter.com/Lowkey0nline/status/1725589875448258669 + 
https://www.npr.org/2023/11/17/1213684429/benjamin-netanyahu-israel-hamas-gaza + 
https://www.npr.org/transcripts/1213684429#:~:text=We%20need%20a%20cultural%20chan
ge,It%20has%20to%20teach%20it

6 14/12/2023 Yoav Gallant Minister of Defense
civilian harm/ forced 
displacement 

After making the northern part of the gaza strip inhabitable - "the campaign will last for months to come and include the 
southern area of the strip" 

Hebrew https://www.ynet.co.il/news/article/s1js0nw4a

7 18/11/2023 Yoav Gallant Minister of Defense genocidal intent

"Soon they'll realize the IDF's power, even in the southern part [of Gaza]" he added: ""Those who were on the western side 
of Gaza City understand this well and have already met the deadly power of the IDF, those who are on the eastern side 
understand this tonight and will understand it in the coming days, and those who are in the south of the Gaza Strip will also 
understand this soon."

Hebrew https://www.ynet.co.il/news/article/hksy6ui4p 

8 19/11/2023 Binyamin Netanyahu Prime Minister
civilian harm/collective 
punishment

"[aid] is important for our allies to stand beside us, without it they'll find it hard to support us [regarding their actions in the 
strip]" (writer note: this is regarding fuel entering the gaza strip for the first time since oct 7 - agreed upon is "two tanks a 
day" ) "It is impossible to establish a military victory without political backing, and that the cabinet insists on Israel's security 
interests in the face of strong opposition. At this point, Netanyahu explained that humanitarian aid to Gaza is necessary for 
continued international support for Israel, and that without such aid - even its good friends will have difficulty supporting it 
for a long time, and it will be very difficult for Israel to continue the war until the end: "That's why when the IDF and Shin Bet 
jointly recommended to the cabinet to accept The war cabinet unanimously agreed to the American request to allow a 
limited entry of two fuel tankers a day into the southern Gaza Strip." Netnyahu added: The amount of fuel that will be put 
into the Strip is a minimum emergency amount whose purpose is to operate water and sewage pumps, without which the 
immediate spread of epidemics is expected, which could also harm IDF soldiers and Israeli citizens.

Hebrew
https://www.ynet.co.il/news/article/hksy6ui4p?utm_source=ynet.app.ios&utm_term=hksy6u
i4p&utm_campaign=general_share&utm_medium=social&utm_content=Header

9 21/11/2023 Binyamin Netanyahu Prime Minister
genocidal intent / civilian 
harm

"one of the things that make the achievements possible is a "political iron dome", and that after 43 days of hard fighting, 
international backing is not a matter of course. After mentioning the large amount of military aid that the US sent to Israel, 
he said: "Both within the US and around the world, increasing pressures are being exerted against us in recent weeks." He 
said that Israel repelled many pressures - including the demand not to enter the Gaza Strip, Gaza City and Shifa Hospital, but 
Israel entered all of them. "They pressured us to agree to a full ceasefire - we refused, And I made it clear that we would only 
agree to a temporary ceasefire, and only in exchange for the return of our hostages." (writer note: this came after 
questionabale evidence was posted by idf in al shifaa and other places in gaza city regarding "findings" and various refusals of 
hostage deals cited in this file and in news in general.)

Hebrew
https://www.ynet.co.il/news/article/hksy6ui4p?utm_source=ynet.app.ios&utm_term=hksy6u
i4p&utm_campaign=general_share&utm_medium=social&utm_content=Header

10 22/11/2023 Binyamin Netanyahu Prime Minister forced displacement

Netanyahu again said at the press conference that there is no place for the Palestinian Authority to rule in the Strip after 
Israel withdraws from it. His words came at the very time when US President Joe Biden published an article in the 
"Washington Post", in which he wrote that the Gaza Strip and the West Bank should be united under one governing body, 
which will eventually be the Palestinian Authority after it is breathed into it. When asked about the words In Biden's article, 
Netanyahu said: "I think that the Palestinian Authority in its current form is not capable of accepting responsibility for Gaza. 
After we fought and did all this thing we give them the strip?"

Hebrew
https://www.ynet.co.il/news/article/hksy6ui4p?utm_source=ynet.app.ios&utm_term=hksy6u
i4p&utm_campaign=general_share&utm_medium=social&utm_content=Header 

12 10/10/2023 Yoav Gallant Minister of Defense
civilian harm/collective 
punishment

Gallant meets with soldiers in the Gaza Strip: "I have removed all restraints, we are moving on to an attack" Defense Minister 
Yoav Gallant toured the Gaza Strip today and spoke with soldiers on the ground. Gallant told the soldiers at the Gaza border: 
"I have removed all restraints, we have taken control of the sector (meaning gaza strip) and are moving on to a full attack. 
Hamas wanted change in Gaza, you will have the right to “turn the wheel” against them." (meaning turn that against them)

Hebrew

https://www.ynet.co.il/news/article/ryxikl7z6 
|https://twitter.com/law4palestine/status/1712920025894420981?s=46&t=JaT3Sau_w01LZ8_
_9xYlLA
https://www.timesofisrael.com/liveblog_entry/gallant-israel-moving-to-full-offense-gaza-will-
never-return-to-what-it-was/?fbclid=IwAR0i8_Kw54MwTzBPuO3kt4ps8oxP0G8TrU-
j1YzBAvqzfCSwmpzHpK1VgnE

13 13/10/2023 Isaac Herzog President collective punishment “It’s an entire nation out there that is responsible. This rhetoric about civilians not aware, not involved, it’s absolutely 
not true. They could’ve risen up, they could have fought against that evil regime.” 

English https://twitter.com/Sprinter99800/status/1713064886027063584

14 25/10/2023 Binyamin Netanyahu Prime Minister
dehumanisation / genocidal 
intent 

"We are the people of the light, they are the people of darkness... we shall realize the prophecy of Isaiah."
Hebrew (translated to 
English by news station)

https://twitter.com/disclosetv/status/1717232829766009086?s=20
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15 21/10/2023 Yoav Gallant Minister of Defense
destruction / collective 
punishment

“We consider that since the day the war has begun, the final and complete destruction of the Hamas organization 
began”. The patriots on channel 14 episode posted October 21 2023 [reportage, 1:22:41-1:23:28] minutes aprox.

Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8E54R76rowCcCOn_HQf36o1RF3_oD3z4 

16 23/11/2023 Yoav Gallant Minister of Defense
civilian harm / collective 
punishment

Israeli officials have said that following the 4-day pause they will continue the bombardment of Gaza for "at least another 
two months". (background information: this followed after the Israeli families of the hostages gathered with the cabinit prior 
to the truce, where some left saying that the release of hostages does not seem like a priority - which subsequently pushed 
Natenayahu and the cabinet to agree to a truce to release some, and not all hostages. Gallant's statement regarding 
resuming the inaccurate bombardment of Gaza, without distinction between civilians and fighters, comes as reassurment for 
the families' feelings regarding the matter.)

Hebrew (translated to 
English by news station)

https://www.theguardian.com/world/live/2023/nov/23/israel-hamas-war-live-updates-gaza-
ceasefire-hostage-release-friday-israeli-us-officials?filterKeyEvents=false&page=with:block-
655f933f8f082789f674580a#block-655f933f8f082789f674580a

17 09/10/2023 Yoav Gallant Minister of Defense
genocidal intent / 
dehumanisation / collective 
punishment

“I have ordered a complete siege on the Gaza Strip. There will be no electricity, no food, no fuel, everything is closed,” “We 
are fighting human animals and we are acting accordingly"

Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZbPdR3E4hCk

18 28/10/2023 Binyamin Netanyahu Prime Minister
dehumanisation / genocidal 
intent 

"You must remember what Amalek has done to you, says our Holy Bible" Hebrew https://twitter.com/mtracey/status/1718360354764238929?s=20 

19 10/10/2023 Yoav Gallant Minister of Defense
civilian harm / collective 
punishment / genocidal intent 

"We will eliminate everything. If it doesn't take one day, it will take a week, it will take weeks, or even months, we will reach 
all places. There is no way that our brothers, our children, our parents will be killed and we won't react because we are a 
state, — they will regret it"

Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vtjHcnNB0E8

20 29/11/2023 Benny Gantz War cabinet minister
civilian harm / collective 
punishment / genocidal intent 

"The fighting will continue to and expand to any place neccesary in the Gaza strip. There will be no sanctuary cities." Hebrew https://youtube.com/shorts/kvwfSemJzsw?feature=shared 

21 24/12/2023 Binyamin Netanyahu Prime Minister
genocidal intent / 
dehumanisation

“we’re facing monsters, monsters who murdered children in front of their parents . . . This is a battle not only of Israel 
against these barbarians, it’s a battle of civilization against barbarism”

Hebrew
https://www.gov.il/en/departments/news/christmas-message-from-pm-netanyahu-24-dec-
2023

22 15/10/2023 Isaac Herzog President
genocidal intent / 
dehumanisation / collective 
punishment

“we will uproot evil so that there will be good for the entire region and the world.” English https://twitter.com/Isaac_Herzog/status/1713661051986678189



No. Date Author Position Topic Quote
Original 
language

Link

1 07/10/2023 Revital Gottlieb
Member of the Israeli Knesset 
(Likud)

genocidal intent / 
civilian harm / 
collective 
punishment

Bring down buildings!! Bomb without distinction!! Stop with this impotence. You have ability. 
There is worldwide legitimacy! Flatten Gaza. Without mercy! This time, there is no room for 
mercy!  

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301964886917631

2 08/10/2023 Ariel Kallner
Member of the Israeli Knesset 
(Likud)

genocidal intent
“Nakba to the enemy now! This day is our Pearl Harbor. We will still learn the lessons. Right 
now, one goal: Nakba! A Nakba that will overshadow the Nakba of 48. A Nakba in Gaza and a 
Nakba for anyone who dares to join!..”  

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301966761771362

3 09/10/2023 Bezalel Smotrich Minister of Finance
genocidal intent/ 
civilian harm

“The unequivocal goal of the war we are in the midst of is […] the complete dismantling of 
[military and] civilian capabilities”.  The patriots on channel 14 episode posted October 9 2023 
[02:11 – 02:22] 

Hebrew  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8E54R76rowCcCOn_HQf36o1RF3_oD3z4

4 09/10/2023 Yoav Kisch Minister of Education genocidal intent 
“Every Jew knows the saying 'Remember what Amalek did unto thee by the way […]' and that is 
what [H*] did and their judgement shall be to destroy them, full stop. I relate to them like 
Amalek." The patriots on channel 14 episode posted October 9 2023 [27:20 – 27:34 ]

Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8E54R76rowCcCOn_HQf36o1RF3_oD3z4

5 09/10/2023 Yoav Kisch Minister of Education 
genocidal intent/ 
dehumanisation

“Those are animals, they have no right to exist. I am not debating they way it will happen, but 
they need to be exterminated”.  The patriots on channel 14 episode posted October 9 2023 
[27: 39 – 27:47]

Hebrew  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8E54R76rowCcCOn_HQf36o1RF3_oD3z4

6 09/10/2023 Yoav Kisch Minister of Education 
genocidal intent/ 
forced displacement 

“This [attack] is not enough, there should be more, there should be no limits to the response, I 
said it a million times, until we see hundreds of thousands fleeing Gaza, we, the IDF has not 
achieved its mission, this is a phase that should happen, I am saying this cause these are 
instructions that were said to the IDF […] I also do not want [the IDF] to get inside [Gaza] before 
crushing everything, I’d rather the falling of fifty buildings than one more casualty to our 
forces”.  The patriots on channel 14 episode posted October 9 2023 [30:48 – 31:26]

Hebrew  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8E54R76rowCcCOn_HQf36o1RF3_oD3z4

7 10/10/2023 Moshe Feiglen
Israeli Politician and leader of 
Zehut

collective 
punishment

"A fire storm should wash over Gaza" Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5yPjMy9G-Fo

8 10/10/2023 Nissim Vaturi 
Deputy Speaker of Knesset 
(Likud)

genocidal intent

In a series of edited tweets, Vaturi tweets first: Erase Gaza. Nothing else will satisfy us. It is not 
acceptable that we maintain a terrorist authority next to Israel. Don't leave a child there expel 
everyone.", he then edited the tweet to: Erase Gaza. Nothing else will satisfy us. It is not 
acceptable that we maintain a terrorist authority next to Israel. Do not leave a child there expel 
all the ones who will remain so that they will not have a resurrection. An finally: Erase Gaza. 
Nothing else will satisfy us. It is not acceptable that we maintain a terrorist authority next to 
Israel. Do not leave a child there expel all the remaining ones at the end, so that they will not 
have a resurrection.

Hebrew https://twitter.com/nissimv/status/1711261388809568458

9 12/10/2023 Israel Katz Minister of Energy
collective 
punishment/ civilian 
harm

"A watershed will not be opened until the abductees are returned home. That no one will 
preach to us." (on humanitarian aid to the residents of Gaza)

Hebrew https://twitter.com/n12news/status/1712360909937455132?s=46&t=JaT3Sau_w01LZ8__9xYlLA

10 12/10/2023
Maj. Gen. Ghassan 
Alian

Coordinator of Government 
Activities in the Territories

collective 
punishment

"You wanted hell, you will get hell" Arabic https://twitter.com/mazenmahdi/status/1713269549548650557?s=46&t=JaT3Sau_w01LZ8__9xYlLA

11 13/10/2023 May Golan
Minister for the Advancement of 
the Status of Women in Israel

civilian harm
"I don't care about Gaza. I literally don't care at all. They can go out and swim in the sea. I want 
to see dead bodies of terrorists around gaza."

English https://twitter.com/PODEMOS/status/1712749638770438487

12 13/10/2023 Almog Cohen
Minister Otza Yehudit (Jewish 
Power)

genocidal intent/ 
civilian harm

MK Almog Cohen to Channel 7: Destroy a neighborhood in Gaza every day the abductees are in 
their hands. If we blink, we run out of global credit. Every day that the abductees are with 
them, a neighborhood must be destroyed on its inhabitants and I will be called cruel. It is a 
Middle Eastern language.

Hebrew https://www.inn.co.il/news/618433

13 15/10/2023 Eli Cohen Minister of Foreign Affairs
forced 
displacement

Former Justice Minister Gideon Sa’ar stated that the Gaza Strip “must be smaller at the 
end of the war … Whoever starts a war against Israel must lose territory.” This 
sentiment was echoed by Foreign Minister Eli Cohen. 

English https://www.arabnews.com/node/2400096 

14 16/10/2023 Gideon Saa'r
Member of the Israeli Knesset 
(former Minister of Justice)

collective 
punishment / forced 
displacement 

"Gaza needs to be smaller at the end of the war" Hebrew https://www.instagram.com/reel/CydlrpnIs1y/?igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA%3D%3D

15 16/10/2023 Boaz Bismuth 
Member of the Israeli Knesset  
(Likud)

genocidal intent / 
collective 
punishment

“We must not show mercy to cruel people, there is no place for any humanitarian gestures – 
we must erase the memory of Amalek (biblical tribe hostile to the Israelites) ".  

https://www.inn.co.il/flashes/954554

16 16/10/2023 Oded Forer
Member of the Israeli Knesset  
(Yisrael Beiteinu) 

collective 
punishment

“There cannot be any humanitarian aid in [Gaza] while there are hostages in the Gaza Strip who 
are not receiving any humanitarian aid and are not receiving any visits, not from the Red Cross, 
and no one has any idea what is happening to them"

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219194675093849

17 16/10/2023 Tzipi Hotovely Israeli Ambassador to the UK
collective 
punishment

Israeli Ambassador to the UK Tzipi Hotovely said: “There is no humanitarian crisis.” Incredibly, 
she went on to state that “the humanitarian crisis at the moment is in Israel.” 

English
https://twitter.com/SaulStaniforth/status/1713811260662255910?s=20  
https://twitter.com/i/status/1713811260662255910)

18 16/10/2023 Ohad Tal
Member of the Israeli Knesset 
(National Union–Tkuma)

forced displacement

Ohad Tal, a Religious Zionism lawmaker, called for the return of settlements to Gaza: “We 
cannot go back to the same conception … we need to exact a territorial price from (Hamas), 
including returning Jewish settlements at least to the north of Gaza Strip.” Acquiring territory 
through war is illegal under international law. 

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219196788973576?s=20 AND https://www.inn.co.il/news/616871 
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19 16/10/2023 Boaz Bismuth 
Member of the Israeli Knesset 
(Likud)

genocidal intent / 
civilian harm / 
collective 
punishment

“We must not show mercy to cruel people, there is no place for any humanitarian gestures – 
we must erase the memory of Amalek (biblical tribe hostile to the Israelites) ".  

Hebrew https://www.inn.co.il/flashes/954554

20 17/10/2023 Moshe Feiglin
Israeli Politician and leader of 
Zehut

genocidal intent/ 
forced displacement 

“if the goal of this operation is not destruction, occupation, deportation and settlement, we 
have done nothing. In the end, the whole country will be [Kibbutz] Be’eri"  

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301995002020296

21 17/10/2023 Moshe Feiglin
Israeli Politician and leader of 
Zehut

occupation / 
settlement

“It is not Hamas that should be eliminated. Gaza should be razed and Israel’s rule should be 
restored to the place. This is our country."

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301999703814288

22 17/10/2023 Revital Gottlieb 
Member of the Israeli Knesset  
(Likud)

genocidal intent
“A leadership that has mercy on monsters who massacred us is not worthy of leadership. A 
ceasefire for several hours is surrender, it is weakness, humiliation … Without crushing Hamas 
and razing Gaza, we will not have the right to exist”

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714302002111430835

23 17/10/2023 Omer Bar-Lev
Former Minister of National 
Security 

collective 
punishment

“A complete siege on Gaza. No water, no electricity, no food. Like in Beirut 1982. Water for the 
south of the Gaza Strip - only in exchange for the return of the kidnapped children and 
women.” Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219178896331132

24 17/10/2023 Amichai Eliyahu Minister of Heritage
collective 
punishment / forced 
displacement 

“The spirit of Oslo is still here. And if we don't get rid of it … we will lose again. With Nazis & 
their assistants, you don't talk. You eradicate evil from the world. Do you want your pop. [in 
Gaza] to drink? Release the hostages. Now”

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219198605168707

25 17/10/2023
Miki levi and Tally 
gotlib 

Members of the Israeli Knesset 
collective 
punishment/ civilian 
harm

as a response to knesset member aida touma saying “the lives of children of gaza and the gazan 
envelope both matter” - “no they don’t, there is no symmetry”

Hebrew https://twitter.com/AidaTuma/status/1714223260819198199

26 19/10/2023 Nissim Vaturi
Deputy Speaker of Knesset 
(Likud)

genocidal intent/ 
forced displacement 

Nissim Vaturi, the deputy Knesset speaker, threatened: “Nakba? Expel them all. If the Egyptians 
care so much for them — they are welcome to have them wrapped in cellophane tied with a 
green ribbon.” 

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219172281631058?s=20

27 19/10/2023 Itamar Ben Gvir National Security Minister settler violence

Itamar Ben gvir: we’re allowing thousands of people to acquire weapons [..] allowing as many 
civilians as possible to have weapons, we’re buying more and more weapons and distributing 
them” (In video) “"These days we passed major concessions regarding the licensing of firearms 
for civilians," said Ben Gvir, "at the same time, we are promoting the project of establishing and 
strengthening the standby classes. As I instructed: as many standby classes as possible, as many 
weapons as possible” “Wherever there was a weapon - the dimensions of the disaster were 
smaller"

Hebrew https://www.ynet.co.il/news/article/h1smrocwt

29 21/10/2023 Shlomo Karhi Minister of Communications genocidal intent

“The complete destruction (the same term could be used for “cleansing”) of the Hamas will 
happen in our own way”. (writer note: as a response to international pressure regarding the 
number of civilians harmed). The patriots on channel 14 episode posted October 21 2023 
[32:32-32:37] minutes aprox

Hebrew  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8E54R76rowCcCOn_HQf36o1RF3_oD3z4

30 22/10/2023 Yair Lapid
Member of the Israeli Knesset 
(Yesh Atid)

civilian harm / 
collective 
punishment

“The majority of the 12,000 dead Palestinians were terrorists. […] Good riddance." The majority 
are in fact innocent women and children, with more than 5,000 children barbarically killed, and 
thousands of women, elderly, journalists and medical staff, and thousands unaccounted for 
under the rubble.

English
https://news.sky.com/video/israel-hamas-war-we-are-fighting-for-our-lives-israels-opposition-leader-12990378 
Another link: https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cz3_25zoQlS/?igshid=ZWI2YzEzYmMxYg%3D%3D

31 23/10/2023 Revital Gotliev
Member of the Israeli Knesset 
(Likud)

genocidal intent / 
collective 
punishment

"Without hunger and thirst among the Gazan population, we will not succeed in recruiting 
collaborators, we will not succeed in recruiting intelligence, [or]... in bribing people with food, 
drink, medicine, in order to obtain intelligence.”

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1723375950673449198

32 25/10/2023 Ohad Tal
Member of the Israeli Knesset  
(National Union–Tkuma)

forced displacement
“We cannot go back to the same conception… we need to exact a territorial price from them 
[Hamas], including returning Jewish settlements at least to the north of Gaza Strip"

Hebrew
https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219196788973576 | Another Link: 
https://www.inn.co.il/news/616871

33 25/10/2023
Itamar Ben Gvir

Minister of National Security 
collective 
punishment

“As long as Hamas does not release the hostages it is holding - the only thing that needs to 
enter Gaza is hundreds of tons of explosives by the Air Force, and not an ounce of 
humanitarian aid.”

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219201096499426

34 25/10/2023 MK Amit Halevi
Member of the Israeli Knesset  
(Likud)

forced displacement
“there should be 2 goals for this victory: 1. There is no more Muslim land in the Land of Israel... 
After we make it the land of IL, Gaza should be left as a monument, like Sodom…” Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219175054115240

35 26/10/2023 Almog Cohen
Minister Otza Yehudit (Jewish 
Power)

civilian harm
MK Almog Cohen: "We will destroy Hamas without mercy - I want revenge"
"That the beach of Gaza will be the blood of terrorists and I am not ashamed to say that”

Hebrew
https://www.0404.co.il/?p=926598  the interview can be found at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vHRuqfpWf8 

36 30/10/2023
Unnamed Israeli 
Officials

Unnamed Israeli Officials genocidal intent

“It became evident to US officials that Israeli leaders believed mass civilian casualties were an 
acceptable price in the military campaign,” the New York Times wrote, adding: “In private 
conversations with American counterparts, Israeli officials referred to how the United States 
and other allied powers resorted to devastating bombings in Germany and Japan during World 
War II — including the dropping of the two atomic warheads in Hiroshima and Nagasaki — to 
try to defeat those countries.”

English
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/10/30/us/politics/biden-israel.html  
https://www.palestinechronicle.com/israeli-willing-to-cause-mass-civilian-casualties-among-palestinians-nyt/ 

37 30/10/2023 Ron Dermer Minister of Strategic Affairs civilian harm 

“Disagreement in the cabinet over humanitarian aid.. Netanyahu: It serves the goals of the war 
on Gaza”
Minister of Strategic affairs Ron Dermer stresses that allowing humanitarian aid is "necessary as 
part of the fighting strategy, to gain time and international legitimacy." According to Channel 
13, the Minister of Strategic Affairs stressed that “from day one we said that humanitarian aid 
was necessary as part of the fighting strategy, to gain time and international legitimacy,” which 
was rejected by Shasha-Biton, who considered that Dermer’s statements indicated the failure 
of Israeli propaganda to mobilize International public opinion has been in favor of supporting 
Israel since October 7.

Arabic
https://www.arab48.com/دخول-المساعدات-لغزة-ضمن ت-حول-السماح- ن اب ار/2023/10/30/خلال- -ال ات/أخ ل ائ -إ
ة-للاحتلال ة-القتال ج ات الإس

38 31/10/2023 Yifat Shasha Biton
Member of the Israeli Knesset 
(New Hope)

civilian harm

channel 13 quoted Shasha Biton as saying, “If you had fought from the first day on the level of 
propaganda (Hasbara) with the same determination, that would have given us time and 
legitimacy in the world. And since the world is demanding that we expand aid, this means that 
the efforts of the Israeli Hasbara are not proving themselves.”

Arabic
https://www.arab48.com/دخول-المساعدات-لغزة-ضمن ت-حول-السماح- ن اب ار/2023/10/30/خلال- -ال ات/أخ ل ائ -إ
ة-للاحتلال ة-القتال ج ات الإس



39 01/11/2023 Galit Distel Atbaryan
Member of the Israeli Knesset 
(Likud), former  Minister of 
Information

genocidal intent

"Erase all of Gaza from the face of the earth. That the Gazan monsters will fly to the southern 
fence & try to enter Egyptian territory or they will die & their death will be evil.
Gaza should be erased!" Likud MP and former public diplomacy minister (Hasbara) Galit Distel 
Atbaryan: ““Hate the enemy. Hate the monsters. Any vestige of internal bickering is a 
maddeningly stupid waste of energy. Invest this energy in one thing; Erasing all of Gaza from 
the face of the earth. That the Gazan monsters will fly to the southern fence and try to enter 
Egyptian territory. Or they will die and their death will be evil. Gaza should be erased.”

Hebrew
https://twitter.com/galitdistel/status/1719689095230730656  
https://twitter.com/muhammadshehad2/status/1719742662796833156?s=46  
https://twitter.com/lowkey0nline/status/1719748695036506443?s=46

40 02/11/2023 Nissim Vaturi 
Deputy Speaker of Knesset 
(Likud)

forced displacement "The war will never end if we don't expel them all." Hebrew https://twitter.com/nissimv/status/1719961885519347890

41 03/11/2023 Eilon Davidi Mayor of Sderot - official
dehumanization / 
genocidal intent

“The mayor of Sderot held a Shabbat reception for the residents: "Destroy the enemies"
The municipality of Sderot held a Shabbat reception for its residents at the U Splash 
Hotel in Eilat, the mayor joined. Eilon Davidi to 'Now 14': "We don't live in Europe or the 
USA, we live in the State of Israel which is surrounded by enemies and we need to 
teach them a lesson, destroy them, These are animals, monsters."

Hebrew https://www.now14.co.il/ראש-עיריית-שדרות-בקבלת-שבת-לתושבים-לה/

42 04/11/2023 Bezalel Smotrich Minister of Finance 
genocidal intent / 
collective 
punishment

“I don’t see a big difference between Hamas and the Palestinian Authority. The Arabs are the 
same Arabs.”

Hebrew
https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1723375968381739349 
https://twitter.com/BenzionSanders/status/1720899287695929411/photo/1 

43 05/11/2023 Amichai Eliyahu Minister of Heritage genocidal intent
"One of the options is to drop an atomic bomb on Gaza. I pray & hope for their [hostages] 
return, but there is also a price in war.”

Hebrew
https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1723375984160772550 https://www.trtworld.com/middle-
east/israeli-minister-says-dropping-nuclear-bomb-on-gaza-is-an-option-15694716 

44 07/11/2023 Nissim Vaturi 
Deputy Speaker of Knesset 
(Likud)

genocidal intent  In the Parliament, Vaturi: "Destroy Gaza" Hebrew https://twitter.com/nissimv/status/1721941208866459937

45 11/11/2023 Avi Dichter
Minister of Agriculture and Rural 
Development 

forced displacement 
/ genocidal intent 

"Hamas lost control of the north of the strip, we’re doing a Gazan Nakba 2023" Hebrew https://twitter.com/haaretz/status/1723410034762358955?s=46&t=4ht-qoRLkBjm1v634ZjRhQ

46 11/11/2023 Gila Gamliel Minister of Intelligence forced displacement

Gamliel adovocating for a mass relocation of Gazans: "Instead of funneling money to rebuild 
Gaza or to the failed UNRWA, the international community can assist in the costs of 
resettlement, helping the people of Gaza build new lives in their new host countries. Gaza has 
long been thought of as a problem without an answer." while "Israeli communities in the Gaza 
border area and the South could then return to their homes and communities and live in safety 
and security."

English https://www.jpost.com/opinion/article-773713

47 11/11/2023 Avi Dichter
Minister of Agriculture and Rural 
Development 

genocidal intent 
When asked about the surrendered civilians carrying white flags and if it is a scenario like the 
nakba or is it something temporary and they'll be able to return to their homes after the war: 
"This is Gaza's Nakba 2023"

Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uz2DOHU6drk&t=2s

48 12/11/2023 Itamar Ben Gvir Minister of National Security forced displacement

"There has to be occupation here. Every time our enemies lost territory, they lost the war. We 
need to fully rule - this will deter our enemies... I’m not afraid of resuming settlement in Gush 
Katif” LINK TO SCREENSHOT: 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/GCRwjYcW8AAVAQ5?format=png&name=900x900

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1739641272350962084

49 13/11/2023 Nissim Vaturi 
Deputy Speaker of Knesset 
(Likud)

forced 
displacement/ 
civilian harm

"[…] open the port of Gaza, put them [Gazans] on ships and ship them to scotland, because a 
10 year old [Gazan] boy is a terrorist in 6-7 years" (writer note: yes, he said it again.)

Hebrew https://twitter.com/radio1045fm/status/1724003411517976583

50 13/11/2023
Danny Dannon and 
Ram Ben Barak

Member of the Israeli Knesset 
(Likud and Yesh Atid respectively)

forced displacement 
The call for mass population transfer from Gaza has spread into the political center in IL. “The 
West Should Welcome Gaza Refugees Europe and the U.S. accepted millions who fled earlier 
wars.” 

English
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-west-should-welcome-gaza-refugees-asylum-seekers-hamas-terrorism-
displacement-5d2b5890

51 14/11/2023 Bezalel Smotrich Minister of Finance
ethnic cleansing / 
displacment

The crime of transfer is created by both physical force and the creation of a coercive 
enviroment. "Israeli minister calls for voluntary emigration of Gazans" " Finance Minister 
Bezalel Smotrich calls the move the ‘right humanitarian solution’. Critics call it ‘ethnic 
cleansing’."

English
https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/israeli-minister-calls-voluntary-emigration-gazans-2023-11-14/  
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2023/11/14/israeli-minister-supports-voluntary-migration-of-palestinians-in-
gaza 

52 14/11/2023 Nissim Vaturi 
Deputy Speaker of Knesset 
(Likud)

forced 
displacement/ 
civilian harm

In a tweet: "A return to Jewish settlement in the northern Gaza Strip is a correct and logical 
answer to the murderous terrorist attack by Hamas! The settlement will help restore security, 
and fix the image of Israeli victory in the eyes of our enemy". in the video: 0:12 "even a 10 year 
old [Gazan] boy is a terrorist in 7 years [...] we didn't ask to kill anyone but the terrorists, and a 
Jewish settlement is the answer that makes most sense [meaning security wise]"

Hebrew https://twitter.com/nissimv/status/1724426683959148893

53 14/11/2023 Bezalel Smotrich Minister of Finance forced displacement 

Minister of Finance Betzalel Smotrich, is welcoming Yesh Atid MK Ram Ben Barak to the camp 
of IL leaders advocating for mass population transfer from Gaza disguised as a humanitarian 
option. LINK TO POST SCREENSHOT: 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/GCRwQiVXMAAGv0X?format=jpg&name=large

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1739641259356991949

54 14/11/2023 Nissim Vaturi 
Deputy Speaker of Knesset 
(Likud)

forced 
displacement/ 
civilian harm 

“Gandi was right” [Gandi was the nickname of the former minister of tourism, Rehavam Ze'evi, 
an advocate of Transfer] “Rabbi Kahana was a great righteous person” (writer note: Rabbi 
Kahana is a well known ultranationalist leader and a convicted terrorrist, known for his hate 
and racism towards arabs in general and Palestinians in particular. popularized the slogan "a 
good arab is a dead arab", the term "Kahana was right" refers to that specific saying most of 
the time, his sollowers consist of natiolist religious groups like Price tag who were responsible 
for many terrorist crimes including the burning of the Dawabshe family and organizations like 
Lehava who oppose "the mixing of jewish blood with Palestininan blood" and Jewish 
supremacy in general.). LINKS TO TWEET SCREENSHOTS: 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/GCRwXpBWkAAjJev?format=jpg&name=large AND 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/GCRwYWUXUAAfiE9?format=png&name=900x900

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1739641264448954753



55 14/11/2023 Itamar Ben Gvir Minister of National Security 
torture / civilian 
harm

“the terrorists receive the most stringent conditions, eight handcuffed terrorists in a dark cell, 
iron beds, toilets in a hole in the floor and Hatikvah [the IL National Anthem] playing on a loop 
in the background.” SCREENSHOT: https://pbs.twimg.com/media/GCRxKKAXsAAV_I-
?format=jpg&name=medium

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1739641295230976065

56 16/11/2023 Moshe Arbel Interior Minister 
collective 
punishment 

"Israel's Minister of Interior has announced that he's initiated a process to revoke residency 
status from 2 Jerusalem Palestinians (whom he demagogically terms "Hamas terrorist Nazis"). 
This based on law allowing revocation for "breach of allegiance to the state of Israel." 

Hebrew
https://twitter.com/hamokedrights/status/1726239931129868297?s=46&t=4ht-qoRLkBjm1v634ZjRhQ   Link to 
annoucment in Hebrew: https://pbs.twimg.com/media/F_SbUz1XAAA-4hg?format=png&name=medium

57 16/11/2023 Nissim Vaturi 
Deputy Speaker of Knesset 
(Likud)

forced displacement 
“In 1967, we held them by force. This mistake must not be repeated. As a democratic state, we 
must allow them to go to other countries, far from here. #voluntary_transfer” SCREENSHOT: 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/GCRxNxcWcAEcIy_?format=png&name=900x900

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1739641297466470741

58 17/11/2023 Nissim Vaturi
Deputy Speaker of the Israeli 
Parliament (Likud)

collective 
punishment

"All the preoccupation with whether or not there is internet in Gaza shows that we have 
learned nothing. We are too humane. Burn Gaza now no less!" 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/F_I5rvbWEAAm7jo?format=png&name=small

Hebrew
https://twitter.com/PeruginiNic/status/1725505148850524171?s=20   
https://twitter.com/nissimv/status/1725472420058857891  

59 17/11/2023 Shlomo Karhi Minister of Communications torture 
Israel's Minister of Communications calls on the IDF to cut off the foreskins of Hamas fighters 
as revenge, as David did with the Philistines in the Tanakh as "revenge". Link to tweet 
screenshot: https://pbs.twimg.com/media/F_df86FWUAA8Wny?format=jpg&name=large

Hebrew https://twitter.com/AsafRonel/status/1726963426457739488

60 17/11/2023 Nissim Vaturi 
Deputy Speaker of Knesset 
(Likud)

civilian harm / 
collective 
punishment

“All this attention to whether there is internet in Gaza or not shows that we learned nothing. 
We are too humanitarian. We have to burn Gaza now, nothing less” LINK TO TWEET 
SCREENSHOT: https://pbs.twimg.com/media/GCRwEhbXEAAoqOD?format=jpg&name=900x900

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1739641252574810484

61 19/11/2023 Bezalel Smotrich Minister of Finance genocidal intent "regarding Eiland's Article: I agree with every word." Hebrew
https://twitter.com/bezalelsm/status/1726198721946480911 | Another link: 
https://twitter.com/j_e_s_s_whyte/status/1726343295377477970?s=21&t=BJxbqiHK0b9qEchOMjnpZg

62 20/11/2023 Nissim Vaturi 
Deputy Speaker of Knesset 
(Likud)

civilian harm / 
genocide 

After tweeting "Burn Gaza no less", Vaturi in a commnet to the tweet: "I said burn Gaza, why 
should we be ashamed? Are there civilians in Gaza? Suddenly they put fuel in the Gaza Strip, 
they murdered children, why should we put up with something like this? What's left in Gaza? 
Tunnels, Hamas, and the damned terrorists who hold children captive." 

Hebrew https://twitter.com/radio103fm/status/1726522005824864427

63 20/11/2023 Itamar Ben Gvir Minister of National Security genocidal intent “I want the possibility to behead head after head, head after head of the Nukhba” Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1739641250611937632

64 21/11/2023 Shlomo Karhi Minister of Communications torture

 “Our fighters, who went to war… for revenge for the terrible massacre carried out by the Nazi 
terrorists… will return to peace with the hostages, only after they have cut off the foreskins of 
all these accursed.” SCREENSHOTS: 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/GCRxWnuXAAAM6GD?format=png&name=900x900 AND 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/GCRxX1qXMAAGWSz?format=png&name=small

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1739641301866283343

65 22/11/2023
Limor Son Har-
Melech

Member of the Israeli Knesset 
(Otza Yehudit)

forced displacement

During a confrence for the re-settlment of Gaza on November 22nd: "There is no other way 
than to control the whole of Gaza, Full control that will include full flourishing settlement in all 
of the strip. Not like the Gush Katif settlements that focused on small areas - but settlements in 
all of the strip - width and length."

Hebrew https://twitter.com/AlonLeeGreen/status/1727608233882161539

66 24/11/2023 Nissim Vaturi 
Deputy Speaker of Knesset 
(Likud)

civilian harm

In a tweet posted on november 24, the deputy speaker of the parliament tweets: "you need to 
change discs, Elor was right" meaning public opinion on Azaria should change as he was right to 
do what he did. (writer note: Elor Azaria a soldier convicted of manslaughter and later released 
following his murder of a Palestinian youth that he neutralized and later dilebratly shot in head 
post-neutralization - execution style. read: 
https://www.btselem.org/video/20160324_soldier_executes_palestinian_attacker_in_hebron) 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/F_sn9wdXwAAeSHG?format=jpg&name=medium

Hebrew https://twitter.com/nissimv/status/1728018826803961903

67 25/11/2023 Tally Gotliev
Member of the Israeli Knesset 
(Likud)

genocidal intent/ 
civilian harm/ 
collective 
punishment

“At this very moment, aid trucks continue to enter the Gaza Strip! enough! How long will we 
bow our heads and endure the shame? That's not how you defeat terrorism. stop everything 
immediately bring back a total blockade. Return instructions to open fire in the north of the 
Gaza Strip against all incoming Gazans. Let the soldiers and commanders win. Thanks to them 
and thanks to their courage and understanding of the necessity of fighting we will win”

Hebrew https://twitter.com/TallyGotliv/status/1728483772859822372

68 26/11/2023 Nissim Vaturi 
Deputy Speaker of Knesset 
(Likud)

genocide / civilian 
harm / destruction

In an interview to the Knesset channel, "We speak intelligently, like Eastern Europe, like nice 
Europeans with ties" - MK Nissim Vaturi on changing the approach to the war in Gaza: "We 
have to be really aggressive": [..] we need to say "Burn Gaza" to encourage oursleves with what 
we're doing" [1:25] [the presentor]: "saying burn all of gaza is an irresponsible saying as long as 
our kidnapped are there" [1:55]

Hebrew https://twitter.com/KnessetT/status/1728763548162023455

69 27/11/2023 Tally Gotliev
Member of the Israeli Knesset 
(Likud)

civilian harm / 
collective 
punishment

The Israeli member of the Knesset from the Likud party (Netanyahu's party) Tali Gottlieb calls 
for the blockade of the Palestinians in Gaza and the cutting off of water, food and fuel and says 
that they must be dealt with forcefully and that they must know that we will destroy them 

Hebrew https://www.instagram.com/reel/C0KIliGI-lS/?igshid=ZWI2YzEzYmMxYg%3D%3D

70 30/11/2023 Avigdor Lieberman

Member of the Israeli Knesset 
(Yisrael Beitenu),  Former 
Minister of Finance, and Deputy 
Prime Minister

collective 
punishment

“There are no innocent people in the Gaza Strip.” English https://x.com/AvigdorLiberman/status/1730297081959530685?s=20

71 03/01/2024 Moshe Saad
Member of the Israeli Knesset 
(Likud)

genocidal intent / 
civilian harm

"In an interview on pro-Netanyahu Channel 14, Saada said that even "in the kibbutzim they 
say, 'destroy them.' My friends at the prosecutor's office, who fought with me on political 
matters, in debates, tell me, 'Moshe, it is clear that all the Gazans need to be destroyed,' and 
these are statements I have never heard." This proves, he said, that the right-wing was correct 
just as it was on the Palestinian issue."

English  https://archive.is/j2aG8 

72 Nov. 10 Itamar Ben Gvir Minister of National Security 
genocidal intent / 
collective 
punishment

“Let it be clear, when they say that Hamas has to be eliminated, it also means those who 
celebrate, those who support, and those who give away candy, all of these are terrorists. And 
they also need to be eliminated!” LINK TP SCREENSHOT: 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/GCRwwNCX0AAqQKJ?format=png&name=900x900

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1739641277983908158



No. Date Author Position Topic Quote
Original 
language

Link

1 09/10/2023 Yaron Finkelman

Major general 
commander of the 
Southern Command of 
the IDF

civilian harm
"[…] we have no intent to stop, they're taking major blows, we've just started […] I emphasize again: we have only just 
started."

Hebrew
The patriots on channel 14 episode posted October 9 2023 [5:30] minutes aprox 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8E54R76rowCcCOn_HQf36o1RF3_oD3z4

2 14/10/2023 Ezra Yachin Reservist - IDF
civilian harm / collective 
punishment 

 inciting “every Jew with a weapon” to kill Palestinians and “erase the memory of them”.
Hebrew (translated 
to English)

https://www.instagram.com/reel/CyWx0_mIu2H/?igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA%3D%3D

3 20/10/2023 Amir Weitman
Misgav Institute for 
Zionist Strategy and 
National Security

forced displacement

 Position paper: A plan for resettlement and final rehabilitation in Egypt of the entire population of Gaza: economic aspects: 
Main points:
• There is currently a unique and rare opportunity to evacuate the entire Gaza Strip in coordination with the Egyptian 
government. An immediate, realistic and sustainable plan for the resettlement and humanitarian rehabilitation of the entire 
Arab population in the Gaza Strip is required which aligns well with the economic and geopolitical interests of Israel, Egypt, 
the USA and Saudi Arabia.
• In 2017, it was reported that there are about 10 million vacant housing units in Egypt, of which about half are built and half 
are under construction. For example, in the two largest satellite cities of Cairo, "The 6th of October" and "The 10th of 
Ramadan", there is a huge amount of built and empty apartments owned by the government and privately and construction 
areas sufficient to house about 6 million residents.
• The average cost of a 3-room apartment with an area of 95 square meters for an average Gazan family consisting of 5.14 
people in one of the two cities indicated above is about $19,000. Taking into account the currently known size of the entire 
population living in the Gaza Strip, which ranges from about 1.4 For approximately 2.2 million people, it can be estimated 
that the total amount that will be required to be transferred to Egypt to finance the project will be on the order of 5 to 8 
billion dollars.
• Throwing an immediate stimulus at such a height to the Egyptian economy will provide a tremendous and immediate 
benefit to al-Sisi's regime. These sums of money, in relation to the Israeli economy, are minimal. Investing a few billion 
dollars (even if it is 20 or 30 billion dollars) to solve this difficult issue is an innovative, cheap and sustainable solution.
• There is no doubt that in order for this plan to come to fruition, many conditions must exist at the same time. Currently, 
these conditions are met and it is unclear when such an opportunity will arise again, if ever.

Hebrew
https://www.972mag.com/intelligence-ministry-gaza-population-transfer/ 
https://www.madamasr.com/en/2023/10/25/feature/politics/the-sinai-solution-reimagining-
gaza-in-the-post-oslo-period/ 

4 21/10/2023 IDF decivilisation
The Israeli military drops new messages over Gaza City: “everyone who hasn’t evacuated from northern Gaza to the south 
might be treated as a member of a terrorist organization.” “Your presence in Gaza valley increases your chances of death.” 

Hebrew https://twitter.com/m7mdkurd/status/1715764117145784734

5 31/10/2023 Richard Hecht
International IDF 
spokesperson / 
Lieutenant colonel

civilian harm / collective 
punishment 

 "Here’s a [IDF] spokesperson describing bombing a refugee camp to target a single Hamas commander" Hebrew https://twitter.com/akshayasays/status/1719420333155909851?s=46

6 01/11/2023 IDF soldiers forced displacement
IDF Reservists with an Israeli flag, with the text: “Returning home” and the orange color which was the color of the settler’s 
protesting the disengagement from Gaza. https://pbs.twimg.com/media/GBt1OTbaQAA0F0O?format=jpg&name=large

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1737112352418656669

7 03/11/2023 Avishai Levy
Lieutenant Colonel and  
 Rabbi of the Northern 
command 

genocidal intent/ collective 
punishment/ civilian harm 

In a published paper entitled "Sodom and Gomorrah", which talks about the fact that in the Bible there is only one incident in 
which God calls for the destruction of a city, in light of a moral perversion that falls below the threshold of humanity - Sodom 
and Gemorrah. Lot looks back, she becomes a salt commissioner and the lesson is clear. "As soon as she looked back even for 
a second and expressed empathy, [she] proved that she was already part of the evil. When there is absolute evil, one must 
not look back, one must not express empathy. The actions of the oppressors on Black Sabbath [meaning october 7th] are 
tens of times worse than the actions of Sodom and Gomorrah. The war is not about territory or Economy but a war for the 
loss of evil from the world and the perpetuation of the absolute good". (link to image: 
https://static.zman.co.il/www/uploads/2023/11/WhatsApp-Image-2023-11-05-at-11.42.32.jpeg) This speak for itself: Gaza is 
today's Sodom and the analogy could not be clearer - the city that represents absolute evil must be destroyed. There is no 
place for empathy, which is only proof of identification with absolute evil. The IDF chose not to comment on the matter.

Hebrew
https://static.zman.co.il/www/uploads/2023/11/WhatsApp-Image-2023-11-05-at-
11.42.32.jpeg

8 11/11/2023 IDF soldiers forced displacement
Soldiers in Gaza with a sign of Neve Dekalim - one of the settlements that was evacuated from Gaza in 2005. 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/GBt1VXja0AA1tkD?format=jpg&name=large

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1737112361713189292

9 13/11/2023 IDF official twitter decivilisation  The IDF deleted a tweet in which they called hospitals and ambulances “legitimate military targets.” English
https://twitter.com/censoredmen/status/1724026371511362026?s=21&t=aFnX8cakDpW-3-
glmfjfJg

10 13/11/2023 confidential memo 
civilian harm / collective 
punishment 

According to a confidential memo from the Dutch Defense attaché in Tel Aviv, the Israeli army "intends to deliberately cause 
massive destruction to infrastructure and civilian centers" in Gaza. This strategy explains the "high number of deaths" among 
the civilian population. (a pdf regarding this is uploaded to the drive)

Dutch/English https://twitter.com/kuypersmarieke/status/1724160083959988376?s=46

11 15/11/2023 IDF soldiers
civilian harm / collective 
punishment 

Senior Israeli official admits they knew there were no hostages in al-Shifa. He said the raid was merely a "symbol that there is 
no place we will not reach" (i.e. nothing is safe in Gaza). No claim of a "Hamas command center". ! (screenshot in tweet: 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/F--n4WGbAAAvVZ5?format=jpg&name=large + article: https://www.mako.co.il/news-
military/6361323ddea5a810/Article-b124ea2e7bfcb81027.htm?sCh=31750a2610f26110&pId=173113802)

English
https://twitter.com/muhammadshehad2/status/1724782542304559215?s=46&t=4ht-
qoRLkBjm1v634ZjRhQ

12 19/12/2023 IDF soldiers
genocidal intent/ civilian 
harm

IDF company commander tells his subordinates "We did in Beit Hanoun what Simeon & Levy did in Nablus". Says same 
should be done in all of Gaza. In the Bible, Simeon & Levy Raided Nablus with swords, killed every man, took all women & 
children as hostages & looted the entire city.

Hebrew
https://twitter.com/ireallyhateyou/status/1737118427196846399?s=21&t=fk6JR8DyJlctMHT
dOkx1ug
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13 24/12/2023 IDF soldiers
civilian harm / collective 
punishment 

The Israeli army admitted on Thursday that it killed dozens of Palestinians in an air strike on the Maghazi refugee camp in 
Gaza on Christmas Eve.  An army spokesperson told Kan news that the military regretted that the attack, which killed 70 
people, had harmed people adjacent to the intended target.  "A preliminary investigation revealed that during the attack, 
additional buildings were damaged adjacent to the targets that were [meant to be] attacked," the spokesperson told Kan.  
"[This] apparently resulted in harm to those not involved... The IDF regrets the harm to those not involved."  Israel has 
previously bombed the camp, but the attack on Sunday was described as one of the "deadliest" since the start of the conflict 
in early October.  The bombing of the camp started just before midnight on Christmas Eve and continued into Christmas Day. 
 Hamas called the attack "a horrific massacre" and "a new war crime".  On Wednesday, the Palestinian Health Ministry said 
the death toll from Israel's operation had surpassed 21,000, most of them women and children.  Herzi Halevi, the head of the 
Israeli armed forces, said on Tuesday that the hostilities will continue for "many more months".  At least 1.9 million 
Palestinians have been internally displaced since the beginning of the Gaza assault, according to UN estimates.  Only limited 
amounts of aid have been allowed to enter Gaza since the beginning of the war as Israel has imposed a total blockade on the 
strip, including cutting off water and electricity supplies, causing severe shortages of water, fuel, food, and medicines.

Hebrew (translated 
to English)

https://www.instagram.com/p/C1a9GncofWZ/?igsh=ZWI2YzEzYmMxYg%3D%3D

14 31/12/2023 IDF soldiers civilian harm
Israeli soldier kidnapped a Palestinian female baby from Gaza. In an interview on Israel's Army Radio, an Israeli soldier shared 
that Captain Harel Itah, who was killed in Gaza. The soldier recounted an incident where Itah found a crying baby - her family 
likely killed - in a house in Gaza and took her to ‘Israel’. Israel’s Army Radio deleted the tweet that mentioned the incident.

Hebrew
https://twitter.com/QudsNen/status/1741902347146494231
https://twitter.com/QudsNen/status/1741902349084287275
https://twitter.com/Sarah_Hassan94/status/1741804905684201914

15 18/11/2023 IDF statement on Israeli news civilian harm

IDF: “we did not demand to evacuate al shifaa, we answered the request of the hospital’s manager to allow citizens to 
evacuate” the article mentions the IDF did not ask medical staff or patients to evacuate as they invaded parts of the hospital 
(as well as bombed all around in the days leading to the invasion) as previously claimed by doctors in the hospital, but 
instead "allowed" some who wanted to evacuate to do so through a "safeway" (which eyewitnesses has also mentioned 
army snipers shooting at that path) along with "providing medical care" to the hospital - which has beeen debunked in the 
evidence sheet as empty boxes with nothing in it, along with testimonies from both palestinian and foreign doctors denying 
Israel's claim to a "hamas commander quarter" inside or under the hospital. Evidence made by IDF spokesperson and others 
has been widley debunked online. (note: update as of 02 January 2024: 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/12/21/al-shifa-hospital-gaza-hamas-
israel/?fbclid=PAAaZ4w7ZrDN4pSptZzKTysm54z9xppMhnTZfkMIR26R2rrQwdKtSLlV5Qjzo_aem_AZ40A3MBjQDFu09yu2av6_F
VH8ZCx14bAeLqtAx2j9YCqSBd7nw0PjAu2andgZwj8Ds - an invistigation by the washington post discrediting Israel's claims of 
a command center at Al Shifa Hospital.)

Hebrew https://www.ynet.co.il/blogs/gazawar43mor/article/bybqdgu4t +

16 18/11/2023 IDF soldiers inhumane treatment

IDF uses Palestenian bodies for skin bank, snatching bodies from the morgue and the graveyard of Al-Shifa 
Hospital relocating them to unknown places. This claim has been covered by EuroNews, Anatolian Agency and 
others. This practice is not a precedent among Israeli soldiers and has been highlighted ever since 2009, as 
explained in the sources.

English

https://www.instagram.com/p/CzyvwaNNBHo/?img_index=1 
https://www.aa.com.tr/en/middle-east/israeli-army-stole-bodies-arrested-patients-in-gazas-
al-shifa-hospital-doctor/3064890 https://www.euronews.com/2023/11/27/israel-stealing-
organs-from-bodies-in-gaza-alleges-human-right-group 

17 IDF soldiers inhumane treatment
A circulating video shows as stated by the source: the treatment of a Palestinian detainee by Israeli Forces. We can hear the 
detainee being asked to sing a certain phrase before getting hit in the face multiple times

Hebrew https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cz4VMZpMnpR/?igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA%3D%3D

18 IDF soldiers forced displacement

In a picture taken from a facebook page called "Going home - Back to Gaza Strip" 
(https://www.facebook.com/newkatif/?locale=he_IL), soldiers in gaza are pictured with a sign that says "Gush Katif - We're 
Back" https://static.zman.co.il/www/uploads/2023/11/395508097_714673177361501_7965504043073462756_n.jpg + 
https://static.zman.co.il/www/uploads/2023/11/397881031_714673224028163_3311208268306311151_n.jpg

Hebrew
https://www.facebook.com/newkatif/?locale=he_IL + Anoher link: 
https://www.zman.co.il/436738/popup/

19 IDF soldiers forced displacement

In a picture taken from a facebook page called "My Israel" https://www.facebook.com/MyIsrael/?locale=he_IL), soldiers  are 
pictured with signs on tanks that says "Victory = settlement" 
https://static.zman.co.il/www/uploads/2023/11/397572594_748670683972132_5987281654807898489_n-
e1699536332911.jpg

Hebrew https://www.facebook.com/MyIsrael/?locale=he_IL

20 IDF soldiers forced displacement Soldiers celebrating the “conquering’’ gaza beach, calling it Gush Katif Hebrew https://x.com/faizal_mammar/status/1723787287912165556?s=20 

21 IDF soldiers forced displacement
Israeli occupation soldiers brag about raiding a classroom inside a school in #Gaza and vandalizing schoolchildren's 
belongings.

Hebrew https://www.instagram.com/reel/CzvREnitvP3/?igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA%3D%3D

22 IDF soldiers
civilian harm/ forced 
displacement

Singing: “Who doesn't have water and electricity? Gaza!, who’s going to live in tents? Gazan! [..] This is the land of Israel we 
don’t want peace with Gaza.”

Hebrew https://www.instagram.com/reel/CzABIlDr6HS/?igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA%3D%3D

23 IDF soldiers forced displacement
An IDF Officer inside a Gazan School delivers a “Zionist humanitarian teaching mission in Gaza” that includes the call to 
return of settlements to Gaza (Gush Katif). “Today, we will learn a new lesson, Gush Katif… we are here”

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1737112327860949482

24 IDF soldiers forced displacement
 A soldier in Gaza filmed himself explaining their graffiti on a wall there. “The people of IL… We have 2 options here: either 
we choose to establish Gush Katif, or we return and find ourselves on 7.10.2030 in exactly the same situation”

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1737112330939539816

25 IDF soldiers inhumane treatment

Many videos of soldiers abusing Palestinian detainees have surfaced on social media. Some are extremely graphic. Here is 
one of the more moderate ones. “Good morning, whore” The soldier spits and calls the Pal detainee a “sheep f***er” (writer 
note: many videos surfaced were of palestinians from the West Bank, but detainee abuse and torture was also of gazan 
detainees the IDF took from Gaza, including women and children.

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1737112341173637205

26 IDF soldiers
genocidal intent/ collective 
punishment/ civilian harm 

"God Willing, it will hit innocent people" This is the text written on the artillery shell in the image below. 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/GBt1SVDaIAAuNDn?format=jpg&name=large

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1737112356092866871

27 IDF soldiers forced displacement
“Gush Katif- We are back” reads a sign held by Israeli soldiers. https://pbs.twimg.com/media/GBt1abIb0AAnk-
W?format=jpg&name=large

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1737112369959162141

28 IDF soldiers inhumane treatment IDF soldiers abuse Palestinian detainees, telling them to sing "The people of Israel live" Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1737112378511335685



29 IDF soldiers inhumane treatment

Israeli forces drove bulldozers through Sheikh Shaban cemetery in the al-Saha neighborhood in eastern Gaza. Graves were 
destroyed, and already-buried bodies were exhumed, crushed and mutilated.

Al Jazeera journalist Ismail al-Ghoul reported that, “Parts of the dead bodies, including those of children, are clearly visible 
around the area.”

Prior to the war, Palestinian families lived in Sheikh Shaban cemetery because of the lack of available housing in the Gaza
Strip. Gaza is among the smallest and most densely populated cities in the world.

There has been little space, or time, for families to have funerals - or even grieve - during Israel’s bombardment. Some
hospitals have been forced to bury people before their relatives could identify them because there’s not enough space in the 
morgues to keep them.

Scared parents scrawl children’s names on their arms and legs in the hopes they will at least be identified after they die.

In addition to relentless bombing, Israel has blocked food, water, fuel and electricity in the Gaza Strip. As of publishing, over 
20,000 people have been killed. 70% of them are women and children.

English https://www.instagram.com/p/C1IcMbVPbeu/?igsh=ZWI2YzEzYmMxYg%3D%3D

30 IDF soldiers civilian harm
Following firing at a taxi vehicle with a white flag in Salah aDin Road in Gaza “The [IDF] was not shown any proof that this is a 
civilian car and there’s no information on who is inside.”
Then your tank shouldn't have fired on it.” https://pbs.twimg.com/media/F9tow0-WAAA4pyQ?format=png&name=large

Hebrew
https://twitter.com/adhaque110/status/1719083448885788922?s=46 AND 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/israeli-forces-make-major-advance-toward-gaza-
city/ar-AA1j54p8?ocid=socialshare

31 IDF soldiers disinformation

IDF edits and reuploads "evidence" video from a hospital used to jetify its bombardment of it - this time blurring the laptop 
screen which had a picture of a soldier as a background as well as the charger with QI-148 on it with a charger that is not 
used in Gaza but only in Iserael (second link). IDF spokesperson later stated that "this laptop belonged to a soldier that 
previously was kidnapped and released", failing to mention why this information wasn't included in the original video, as well 
as to why they have blurred the screen in the second upload if so, and why the IDF page has deleted this video all together 
since. 

English https://www.instagram.com/p/CzsKGr2CBH1/?img_index=1



No Date Author Position Topic Summary/Translation
Original 
Language 

Link

1 07/10/2023 Shimon Riklin Journalist
genocidal intent  / civilian 
harm 

“Gaza should be wiped off the face of the Earth” Hebrew https://x.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301960810049700?s=20 

2 07/10/2023 Shimon Riklin Journalist
genocidal intent  / civilian 
harm 

“Why exactly do we have an atomic bomb?” Hebrew https://x.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301968884150316?s=20 

3 08/10/2023 Noam Fathi Journalist
genocidal intent / civilian 
harm

On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 8th 2023, at 
approximately 3:00 minutes: When we see the images of bombed buildings 
(in gaza) and dead bodies, I say who cares? No one cares, It doesn’t interest 
anyone, we need to do more/it [the attack] needs to be way stronger. 

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0RN4RW0ORs + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

4 08/10/2023 Erel Segal Journalist
genocidal intent / civilian 
harm

On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 8th 2023, at 
approximately 10:00 minutes: [..] we shouldn’t only kill Hamas, but finish “all 
the players”.

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0RN4RW0ORs + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

5 08/10/2023 Naveh Dromi Journalist
genocidal intent / civilian 
harm

On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 8th 2023, at 
approximately 17:54 minutes: I don’t understand the sticking to Hamas, I 
don’t see it as Hamas, I see [those who are responsible] are the 
Palestinians, it’s this entity that all its existence is depended on us. [..]

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0RN4RW0ORs + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

6 08/10/2023 Yotam Zimri Journalist
genocidal intent / civilian 
harm

On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 8th 2023, at 
approximately 18:30 minutes: A while ago people said we should burn 
Huwara [..] and I asked myself what is the difference – you see people from 
political camps and I’ve heard many saying we should burn Gaza – today 
everyone says we should burn Gaza: there is no difference between Huwara 
and Gaza. […] our war is not against Hamas but against the Palestinians, 
and until they understand it’s not worth it and they’ll pay every single price [..] 
the first cause is to eliminate hamas, but every person that comes close to 
the wall [we should] kill, every person that  throws a Molotov [we should] kill.

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0RN4RW0ORs + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

7 08/10/2023 Noam Fathi Journalist
genocidal intent / civilian 
harm

On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 8th 2023, at 
approximately 21:00 minutes: [..] if we start eliminating killing them the 
moment they throw a rock, then the story will end. 

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0RN4RW0ORs + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

8 08/10/2023 Yotam Zimri Journalist
genocidal intent / civilian 
harm

On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 8th 2023, at 
approximately 21:50 minutes: in Huwara I say when someone throws a rock, 
he gets a bullet to the head. Aprox 21:50: in my opinion, if someone hands 
out candy, he should get shot.

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0RN4RW0ORs + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

9 08/10/2023 Ildad Yaniv
Influencer Internet 
pesonality

genocidal intent / civilian 
harm

On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 8th 2023: 
Quoting Giora Eiland “the only way to win is  in creating a humanitarian crisis 
in Gaza [..] we need to dry out the Gazans (deprive the Gazans from water)” 
Ildad Yaniv: [agrees] we need to protect the settlers in huwara, otherwise 
hamas will come to tel aviv.

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0RN4RW0ORs + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

10 08/10/2023 Naveh Dromi Journalist
genocidal intent / civilian 
harm

On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 8th 2023, at 
approximately 26:35 minutes: we needed to go through that to realize that 
the Palestinians are an unnecessary group? That what they need is a Nakba 
2? 

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0RN4RW0ORs + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

11 08/10/2023 Yotam Zimri Journalist
genocidal intent / civilian 
harm

On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 8th 2023, at 
approximately 34:25 minutes: As a response to Katz’ tweet regarding cutting 
power and fuel from Gaza – Zimiri: we should have done this a long time ago.

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0RN4RW0ORs + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

12 10/10/2023 Yinon Magal Journalist civilian harm

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 10th 2023, 
at approximately 3:52 minutes: "I always remember the word if Dado [David 
Elazar COS of the IDF during Yom Kippur war]: we have suffred a big blow, 
now we'll beat them up/tear them apart […] we're stronger [than them] and 
we'll win."

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=APHuyycxoEM&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8
&index=404 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

+
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13 10/10/2023 Ildad Yaniv
Influencer Internet 
pesonality

civilian harm
On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 10th 2023, 
at approximately 6:27 minutes: Echoes above statement by Magal, adding: 
"Like he [David Elazar] said: now we start breaking bones."

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=APHuyycxoEM&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8
&index=404 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

14 11/10/2023 Naveh Dromi Journalist
genocidal intent / 
collective punishment

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, 
at approximately 8:25 minutes: Go for [all of] Gaza, why settle for [destroying 
only] Hamas?

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XusHWx3BFEA&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8
&index=405 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

15 11/10/2023 Yinon Magal Journalist
genocidal intent / 
collective punishment

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, 
at approximately 9:12 minutes: The civilians are not "clean", our revenge is 
on them, we're coming to charge the price from them (Dromi agrees)

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XusHWx3BFEA&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8
&index=405 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

16 11/10/2023 Yinon Magal Journalist civilian harm
On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, 
at approximately 44:07 minutes: [as a comment to Feiglin's remarks] I don't 
see them using "tweezers", I see them destroying Gaza.

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XusHWx3BFEA&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8
&index=405 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

17 11/10/2023 Yinon Magal Journalist
genocidal intent / forced 
displacement 

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, 
at approximately 52:00 minutes: I agree with Feiglen regarding Gush Katif [..] 
we need to clean the area and set up settlements [again].

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XusHWx3BFEA&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8
&index=405 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

18 11/10/2023 Yotam Zimri Journalist collective punishment
On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, 
at approximately 59:55 minutes: No one in Gaza doesn't know someone who 
has killed [an Israeli] [gesturing the "no innocents civilians in Gaza" notion]

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XusHWx3BFEA&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8
&index=405 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

19 11/10/2023 Naveh Dromi Journalist torture

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, 
at approximately 59:55 minutes: Like they stopped with the "knock on the 
roof" policy, did they stop requesting to allow torture [of captured people to 
get information from]? is there restriction on torture? To which Amir Avivi 
replies: we are doing what we need to do [to get information].

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XusHWx3BFEA&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8
&index=405 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

20 11/10/2023 Erel Segal Journalist torture

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, 
at approximately 1h: Regarding the above comment: I want to see someone 
in the supreme court [dare to] try and stop it [regarding tortre with no 
limitations]

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XusHWx3BFEA&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8
&index=405 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

21 11/10/2023 Yotam Zimri Journalist forced displacement

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, 
at approximately 1h 3 minutes: If you don't take families of terrorists and 
move them from their home and treat them as if they have murdered 1300 
people, it will happen again [reffering to families of Palestinians also on the 
West Bank and 48' areas] 

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XusHWx3BFEA&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8
&index=405 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

22 11/10/2023 Yinon Magal Journalist dehumanization

The conception that we can live next to monsters next to our borders is a 
conception people from left and right [wing] have "sinned" [have possesed]. 
Dromi as a response: but the public in the right has always said that this was 
a mistake […] that oslo was a mistake... [1h6m]

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XusHWx3BFEA&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8
&index=405 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

23 11/10/2023 Naveh Dromi Journalist dehumanization
On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, 
at approximately 1h 8 minutes: it won't end until people realize Palestinians 
are one big lie.

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XusHWx3BFEA&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8
&index=405 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

24 11/10/2023 Naveh Dromi Journalist civilian harm

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, 
at approximately 81h 12 minutes:[defending hilltop youth - known for attacks 
on Palestinians in the West Bank including the burning of Mohammad Abu 
Khdeir and the Burning of the Dawabshe family along with many other 
murder incidents they have carried out against Palestinians in the West 
Bank] [the Palestinians in] the West Bank is the same as Hamas, there is no 
difference, Palestinians in East Jerusalem are the same as Hamas, there is 
no difference, the conception towards these people needs to change.

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XusHWx3BFEA&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8
&index=405 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

25 11/10/2023 Yedidia Meir Journalist
civilian harm / collective 
punishment 

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, 
at approximately 1h 35 minutes: People are talking about forggeting morals 
and flattening Gaza, I say these are the morals […] this is the moral decision 
(referring to flatenning Gaza)

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XusHWx3BFEA&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8
&index=405 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)



26 11/10/2023 Yotam Zimri Journalist civilian harm

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, 
at approximately 1h 34 minutes: [In a response to Magal mentioning the 
order by the minister of Education Yoav Kisch for the imidiate expulsion of 
students or professors that "express support to terrorism"] you need to 
remember that supporting terrorism [..] is also waving the PLO flag on 
campuses [meaning the Palestinian flag]. 

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XusHWx3BFEA&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8
&index=405 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

27 11/10/2023 Ildad Yaniv
Influencer / Internet 
personality

civilian harm

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, 
at approximately 1h 7 minutes: it's obvious that today we would've handled 
the case of Elor Azaria differently (write note: Elor Azaria a soldier convicted 
of manslaughter and later released following his murder of a Palestinian 
youth that he neutralized and later dilebratly shot in head post-neutralization - 
execution style. read: 
https://www.btselem.org/video/20160324_soldier_executes_palestinian_attac
ker_in_hebron)

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XusHWx3BFEA&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8
&index=405 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

28 11/10/2023 Ziv Shilon
Former IDF internet 
personality 

dehumanization

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, 
at approximately 1h 19 minutes: [called "Israel's Hero" by Magal] these 
animals won't make peace with us [talks about the necessity of attacking 
lebanon as well]

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XusHWx3BFEA&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8
&index=405 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

29 11/10/2023 Ziv Shilon
Former IDF internet 
personality 

genocidal intent / civilian 
harm

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, 
at approximately 1h 21 minutes:If I was given a gun I would attack in every 
single arena, who's going to stop us? […] we should attack everywhere since 
we already have troops recruited, financially speaking […] we have the 
chance [both financially and internationally - in terms of support] to attack 
[endlessly] to end this.

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XusHWx3BFEA&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8
&index=405 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

30 11/10/2023 Ildad Yaniv
Influencer / Internet 
personality

dehumanization

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, 
at approximately 1h 32 minutes: [as a response to MK Ayman Odeh in a 
speech where he says they see both sides - both victims] Arab ministers in 
the Knesset should not be able to stand in the Knesset and condemn both 
sides, if you don’t choose a side, we'll choose for you, and you will not be 
able to be [in the Knesset].

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XusHWx3BFEA&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8
&index=405 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

31 11/10/2023 Yotam Zimri Journalist
forced displacement / 
civilian harm

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, 
at approximately 36:20 minutes: [talking about the "Erase Huwara" campaign 
- after that remark made by Smotrich back in May to erase the Palestinian 
village in Nablus, and how he and those who supported the campaign were 
called estremists] [extremism] is not understanding that Huwara is Gaza.

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XusHWx3BFEA&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8
&index=405 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ (The link to the youtube video is posted one day after the original posting 
on the website)

32 11/10/2023 Daniel Hagari Journalist genocidal intent

Idk spokesperson Daniel Hagari on the bombing of Gaza : “thousands of 
tonnes of munitions” had been dropped and “while balancing accuracy with 
the scope of damage, right now we’re focused on what causes maximum 
damage”.

English
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/oct/10/right-now-it-is-one-day-at-a-time-life-on-israels-
frontline-with-gaza

33 11/10/2023 Roy Sharon Journalist 
genocidal intent  / civilian 
harm

“I spoke about a million bodies not as a goal, I said that if, in order to finally 
eliminate the military capabilities of Hamas, including Sinwar and Deif, we 
need a million bodies, then let there be a million bodies”

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301990723789201

34 12/10/2023 Arnon Segal Journalist
forced displacement / 
annexation

Promoting a plan to reoccupy the Gaza Strip and establish settlements there. Hebrew https://twitter.com/yehudashaul/status/1712406815818867089?s=46&t=JaT3Sau_w01LZ8__9xYlLA

35 12/10/2023 Tomer Kamerling Journalist
forced displacement / 
annexation

"Who's coming to dance in Gaza? Gaza will disappear and I’ll dance there 
the way I have never danced before" - an article compiling israeli leftists call 
for the contiuation of the genocidal intent in gaza, as well as a call for a 
"nature party" in the new city of Nova, the city Israelis are planning to build in 
place of Gaza

Hebrew https://www.mako.co.il/culture-weekend/Article-daab7aabf542b81026.htm

36 12/10/2023 Shimon Riklin Journalist
forced 
displacement/ethnic 
cleansing

Riklin posted on "X", the post rougly translates to: "If we really understand 
what the war is now; a continuation of the War of Independence. Two 
important achievements are needed: 1. Area: Canceling the Green Line with 
Gaza and taking over all the open areas in the Gaza Strip from which there 
will be no withdrawal in any case. 2.Population:Diluting the population in the 
Gaza Strip as much as possible by encouraging them to leave in a variety of 
ways. It depends only on us.

Hebrew https://x.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301984050757735?s=20 

37 13/10/2023 Yaron London Journalist
genocidal intent / civilian 
harm / collective 
punishment

“flatten Gaza, even if the price is hurting inoccents” Hebrew https://www.inn.co.il/news/616644

38 13/10/2023 Naveh Dromi Journalist
genocidal intent  / civilian 
harm 

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 13th 2023, 
at approximately 21:00 minutes: I’m talking to people even from the left [that 
are saying] at the end of this campaign if Gaza is not erased – we are 
disappointed […] people want to see at the end of the war an erased Gaza, 
there are also those who say to take advantage of this [war] to enter 
Lebanon.

Hebrew

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HfVg-
6yJ1aU&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8&index=405  + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ 

39 13/10/2023 Yotam Zimri Journalist
genocidal intent  / civilian 
harm

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 13th 2023, 
at approximately 24:00-24:17 minutes: [If we don’t destroy Gaza] Israel 
becomes smaller, and [we need] to destroy Gaza so maybe Hizballah realize 
they [don’t want to mess with us *loosely translated].

Hebrew

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HfVg-
6yJ1aU&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8&index=405 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/



40 16/10/2023 Arnon Segal Journalist forced displacement
"It is our duty.. to restore our full control over this part of the land of Israel, 
the property of our ancestors, and to make it bloom with Jewish settlement"

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1723375963575144794

41 16/10/2023 Arnon Segal Journalist genocidal intent
"Our leadership is not yet sure that it wants to win. It is our job to make it 
clear to them that we will not settle for anything less than the destruction of 
the wicked and the return of the Jews to the Gaza Strip.”

Hebrew https://twitter.com/arnonsegal1/status/1713814644467302719

42 17/10/2023 Shimon Riklin Journalist genocidal intent “Gaza has to be wiped off from the face of the earth”  Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301960810049700
43 17/10/2023 Yinon Magal Journalist / Politician genocidal intent It's time for Nakba 2  Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301962848469011/photo/1

44 17/10/2023
David Mizrahy 
Verthaim

Editor & Journalist genocidal intent
“If all the captives are not returned immediately, then turn the Strip into a 
slaughterhouse. If a hair falls from their head - execute security prisoners. 
Violate all norms on the way to victory…” 

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301958607999071

45 17/10/2023 Yinon Magal Journalist & Anchor
genocidal intent / civilian 
harm / collective 
punishment

“this [picture of destroyed neighborhood] is how all of Gaza should look, all of 
Gaza”  

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301975104274772

46 17/10/2023 Shimon Riklin Journalist forced displacement

[The war] “needs to be finished with 2 important achievements: Territory: … 
taking control of all the open areas in [Gaza] … Population: thinning out the 
population in the [Gaza] Strip as much as possible by encouraging them to 
leave...”  

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301984050757735

47 17/10/2023 Yinon Magal Journalist & Anchor genocidal intent
You are confused, we do not need to bring a significant achievement in 
Gaza - we need to eliminate Gaza. This means that the area needs to be 
cleaned." 

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301988358283769

48 17/10/2023
David Mizrahy 
Verthaim 

Editor/Journalist
genocidal intent / 
dehumanization / civilian 
harm 

 "One principle that needs to be abandoned today: proportionality. We need 
a disproportionate response. If all the captives are not returned immediately, 
then turn the Strip into a slaughterhouse. If a hair falls from their head - 
execute security prisoners. Violate all norms on the way to victory…” 

Hebrew https://x.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301958607999071?s=20 

49 17/10/2023 Yinon Magal Journalist 
genocidal intent /  forced 
displacement 

"It's time for Nakba 2" Hebrew https://x.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301962848469011?s=20 

50 17/10/2023 Ofer Hadad Journalist and TV anchor 
 civilian harm/ 
dehumanization

“The world finally understands who the animals we are dealing with are... 
This allows the IDF to exact a much heavier price from Gaza. Not only from 
Hamas. Everyone who is celebrating now in Gaza - should cry. It's that 
simple. In Gaza they are still not begging for their lives. Neither Hamas nor 
the citizens. Wake up from the shock” 

Hebrew https://x.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301972973564255?s=20 

51 17/10/2023 Yinon Magal Journalist 
genocidal intent / civilian 
harm

“this [picture of destroyed neighborhood] is how all of Gaza, all of Gaza 
should look.” 

Hebrew https://x.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301975104274772?s=20 

52 17/10/2023 Yinon Magal Journalist 
genocidal intent / forced 
displacement 

"You are confused, we do not need to bring a significant achievement in 
Gaza - we need to eliminate Gaza. This means that the area needs to be 
cleaned." 

Hebrew https://x.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301988358283769?s=20 

53 17/10/2023 Roy Sharon Journalist
genocidal intent/ forced 
displacement 

“I spoke about a million bodies not as a goal, I said that if, in order to finally 
eliminate the military capabilities of Hamas, including Sinwar and Deif, we 
need a million bodies, then let there be a million bodies” 

Hebrew https://x.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301990723789201?s=20 

54 20/10/2023 Hanan Amiur Journalist forced displacement 

"Talking about the military battlefield, one should also stand up in the 
battlefield of consciousness.The enemy does not care about destroyed 
buildings and his civilians or fighters killed. It only hurts the enemy to lose 
land. That is why Israel needs to pass an orderly government decision and 
inform the world of a policy change:Israel will not initiate a war. But if 
attacked and forced to fight, Israel will fight with the goal of conquering 
territory from the enemy, moving the population from it to unconquered 
territory, immediately officially annexing the occupied territory, destroying it to 
the core and rebuilding it as the Land of Israel. The enemy knew and 
everyone knew: from now on Israel will take advantage of the wars that will 
be imposed on it in order to expand"

Hebrew https://twitter.com/hananamiur/status/1715231161671111084

55 21/10/2023 Yinon Magal Journalist
genocidal intent  / forced 
displacement

The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 21st 2023, at 
approximately 19:30-19:34 minutes: “Is it correct that they should complete 
the cleansing of Gaza city, to cleanse Gaza city, at the first place?” (writer 
note: this was said with a notion of agreement with the statement)

Hebrew
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9j6ARrr9bEk + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/ 

56 24/10/2023 Yehuda Schelzinger 
Political writer/reporter for 
Israel Hayoum 

genocidal intent  / civilian 
harm / dehumanization

There are no innocents in Gaza.
There are no ordinary citizens in Gaza.
Every adult trained to kill.
Every woman is a monster.
Every boy aspires to be a martyr
Every baby will grow up to be a terrorist.
wipe out, kill, destroy, destroy.

Hebrew https://twitter.com/judash0/status/1716862391273529429

57 26/10/2023 Reuters Reuters
collective punishment / 
genocidal intent 

Netanyahu says Israel is preparing ground invasion of Gaza
We have already killed thousands of terrorists and this is only the beginning," 

English 
https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/netanyahu-says-israel-is-preparing-ground-invasion-
gaza-2023-10-25/

58 26/10/2023 Zvi Yehezkeli Journalist civilian harm

An Israeli journalist admits that Israel carried out a premeditated attack on 
the family of Wael Dahdouh (Al-Jazeera correspondent): “Generally we know 
the target. For example, today there was a target: the family of an Al Jazeera 
reporter. In general, we know.”

Hebrew
https://x.com/ShaykhSulaiman/status/1717327472600002651?s=20   
https://youtu.be/aIzw8qoorTU?si=dcYh9Yzu9kvE3kr7  



59 29/10/2023 Yinon Magal Journalist civilian harm 

On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 29th 2023, 
at approximately 11:40 minutes: While talking about KILLING “terrorists” and 
not neutralizing them -Yinon Migal: [all this talk about] You don't want to be 
an occupier, you don't want to go to Jabaliya [...] you don't want to pick on 
children, the alternative was that they occupied us” 

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eo7sGN0ggO0&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8&
index=409 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/

60 29/10/2023 Yotam Zimri Journalist
civilian harm / collective 
punishment 

On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 29th 2023, 
at approximately [1h 7minutes - 1h 10minutes]: In regards to humanitarian 
aid to gaza – Water coming from israel based on US recomedation:
1h 7min mark forward: Yotam Zimri – I don’t like it, I don’t care about being 
called better than Hamas

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eo7sGN0ggO0&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8&
index=409 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/

61 29/10/2023 Ildad Yaniv
Influencer / Internet 
personality

genocidal intent  / civilian 
harm / collective 
punishment

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 29th 2023, 
at approximately 1h 10minutes: In regards to humanitarian aid to gaza – 
Water coming from israel based on US recommedation: this serves us, if we 
were to kill all million Gazans that moved south it would have ended this 
“event” but the world would have “fallen on us” [meaning international 
respone] […] we have an interest that the US would provide with all the 
weapons we need.

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eo7sGN0ggO0&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8&
index=409 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/

62 29/10/2023 Yotam Zimri Journalist civilian harm

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 29th 2023, 
at approximately 1h 22minutes: If you don’t see two more prisons aren’t build 
– know that the police did not actually take care of those who incite and 
support terror, let that be your measure (which got him applause from the 
studios’ audience).

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eo7sGN0ggO0&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8&
index=409 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/

63 31/10/2023 Channel 12 News Channel
genocidal intent  / civilian 
harm

““The target: the city of gaza in ruins - the result needs to be/to look 
unconventional, with unconventional tools” - senior political figure

Hebrew

64 31/10/2023 Arab 48 News Website
civilian harm / forced 
displacement 

“Israel demands that Sisi approve the displacement of Palestinians from 
Gaza to Egypt” “Through its war on the Gaza Strip, Israel seeks to displace 
Palestinians from the Strip to Egypt. The Ynet website reported today, 
Tuesday (Oct 31), that Israel had proposed to Egyptian President Abdel 
Fattah al-Sisi that in exchange for “absorbing refugees from the Gaza Strip, 
the World Bank would write off a large financial debt to Egypt.”

Arabic http://tinyurl.com/3umtm3fy

65 01/11/2023 Ildad Yaniv
Influencer Internet 
pesonality

genocidal intent

On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on November 1st 2023, 
at approximately 5:30 minutes: The people (of Israel) decided that we enter 
Gaza. [Yinon Magal asks Did we have a choice?] Yaniv: We always have a 
choice. [..] The government acted according to the public’s wishes; it finally 
did what needed to be done. [..] because the campaign against the 
Palestinians is not only in the south (Gaza) but also the west bank and inside 
of israel.

Hebrew
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrZuQPI7Sz4 +  
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/

66 01/11/2023 Itamar Fleischman Journalist/ TV presentor
genocidal intent/ civilian 
harm/ collective 
punishment

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on November 1st 2023, 
at approximately 1h 2 minutes: they are not an enemy [..] they are Nazis, It 
should be shown to the world so we get the legitimacy to give them Dresden 
and Berlin [..] we need to make Dresden out of Gaza”

Hebrew
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrZuQPI7Sz4 +  
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/

67 01/11/2023 Itamar Fleischman Journalist/ TV presentor
genocidal intent/ civilian 
harm/ collective 
punishment

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on November 1st 2023, 
at approximately 1h 7 minutes: if we don’t react to these scenes in a TOTAL 
manner (meaning in Gaza), we don’t have the right to exist. [..] the same 
way we show videos of the holocaust on holocaust memorial day we need to 
show these videos [..] that’s why I don’t like the talks of money to the PA and 
humanitarian aid (to Gaza) […] we need to tell the world that who dares to 
do this to jews, we will obliterate them, no matter what the price is.[..] we 
need to be the people that when this is done to us, we slaughter (those who 
do this to us) [..] we need to exterminate them. (writer note: the discourse of 
the discussion is the comparison of the 7th oct to the holocaust). 

Hebrew
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrZuQPI7Sz4 +  
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/



68 01/11/2023 Yotam Zimri Journalist
genocidal intent/ civilian 
harm/ collective 
punishment

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on November 1st 2023, 
at approximately 1h 12 minutes: we need to show (the scenes of 7th oct to 
the world) not as victims, but as (a preparation to) we are going to obliterate. 
[…] show it not as that who was burned and slaughtered, but as those who 
are going to burn and slaughter.

Hebrew
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrZuQPI7Sz4 +  
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/

69 01/11/2023 Itamar Fleischman Journalist/ TV presentor
genocidal intent/ civilian 
harm/ collective 
punishment

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on November 1st 2023, 
at approximately 1h 26 minutes: His story is how we will win[ ..] he occupied 
Rafah in 3 hours [..] and all these questions popped up of why you killed so 
many people [..] (this is how we should act). (gets support from Yotam Zimri 
and Yinon Magal and Efi Eitan)

Hebrew
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrZuQPI7Sz4 +  
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%
D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/

70 05/11/2023 Yinon Magal Journalist forced displacement
"We, Eran and Bethel Moshe, joined the Gaza Strip settlement group of the Nachala 
movement. Our goal is to prepare... settlements in the Gaza Strip & to find families 
who want to live in the new Gaza settlements.. Want to be our neighbors?"

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1723375981748949190

71 09/11/2023 Hallel Biton Rosen
Correspondent for Israel's 
Channel 14

forced displacement
Israel should “invade Gaza and expel its citizens"  there with the intention of 
building new settlements, which he says would be the “only” way to protect 
Israeli children.

Hebrew https://www.instagram.com/reel/CzfnJf0tIR8/

72 09/11/2023 Shimon Riklin Journalist forced displacement

“...they must pay a territorial price. A significant one. Of Beit Hanoun, I would 
make a high pile of stones. And from the Beit Lahiya I would make a pier in 
the sea.” “...they must pay a territorial price. A significant one. Of Beit 
Hanoun, I would make a high pile of stones. And from the Beit Lahiya I would 
make a pier in the sea.”

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1739641285999198485

73 10/11/2023 Hillel Biton Rosen Journalist genocidal intent 
“An idea for the Israeli legislator: the October 7 law. All the Nazi Hamas 
terrorists who carried out the massacre should stand trial without 
representation, and would be executed within 24 hours on 7.10.24.”

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1739641283591762014 

74 11/11/2023 Channel 14 
News website/news 
channel

genocidal intent  / civilian 
harm

On Channel 14 News website, they count every dead Palestinian man, 
woman, and child as an "eliminated terrorist”

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1723375955643715812

75 11/11/2023 Ishay Friedman Journalist civilian harm

“An absolute majority of Gazans…know about Pals who are members 
of...Hamas & Islamic Jihad... To say that they are "uninvolved" is a false 
statement detached from reality. Anyone who has information about war 
criminals in Gaza is involved.”

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1723375958793609513

76 18/11/2023 Shai Golden
Author Journalist TV 
personality

civilian harm / collective 
punishment 

"Do your 'Free Palestine,' do all your crying ... We will destroy you!"[…] 
[imagine] how many of you we're going to kill for each of [those you killed on 
7th of october] […]? "Israeli Channel 14 host Shai Golden says, adding that 
Israel is prepared to "fight with the United States and the whole world too."

Hebrew https://twitter.com/TheCradleMedia/status/1725873721561231443?s=20

77 19/11/2023 Kan News News channel
genocidal intent / forced 
displacement 

NOW DELETED FROM WEBSITE: Israel’s national broadcaster Kan 
uploaded this song to X in which Israeli children sing in celebration and 
support for the Israeli army’s mass extermination campaign of Palestinians in 
Gaza.

Hebrew https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cz13CQ6x_kz/

78 21/11/2023 Politico News Website civilian harm

The Biden administration has been providing Israel with the location of 
humanitarian groups in Gaza for weeks to prevent strikes against their 
facilities. But Israel has continued to hit such sites. The information included 
GPS coordinates of a number of medical facilities and information on 
movements of aid groups in Gaza to the Israeli government for at least a 
month, according to three people familiar with the communications. All were 
granted anonymity because they feared speaking publicly would make it 
more difficult for aid groups to operate in Gaza. Still, Israel has launched 
operations against Hamas in or near aid sites, including hospitals, leading to 
the destruction of buildings and the blocking of fuel and other critical supplies.

English
https://www.politico.com/news/2023/11/21/u-s-has-sent-israel-data-on-aid-group-locations-to-try-
to-prevent-strikes-00128336

79 22/11/2023 Anas Al-Sharif Gazan Journalist civilian harm

Palestinian journalist Anas Al-Sharif, who works for Al Jazeera from the 
northern Gaza Strip, revealed that he received threats from Israeli officers to 
stop his coverage of the Israeli war on the Strip. This comes after deliberate 
targgeting of Gazan Journalists in the strip resulting in the deaths of over 50 
journalists until this day (November 22).

Arabic http://tinyurl.com/45hmfct5

80 19/12/2023 Zvi Yihezkeli Journalist
genocidal intent  / civilian 
harm / collective 
punishment

Israeli journalist, Zvi Yehezkeli, Channel 13's Arab affairs correspondent, 
says the Israeli army should've killed 100,000 Palestinians early on in the 
war.
Speaking on Channel 13 on Tuesday he said it doesn't matter who is or isn't 
involved with Hamas and that the Israeli army should've launched a more 
"fatal" attack on Gaza.

Hebrew

Link 1: 
https://www.instagram.com/reel/C1EDF10tslk/?igshid=ZWI2YzEzYmMxYg%3D%3D                
    Link 2: 
https://twitter.com/nimersultany/status/1737173088767267091?s=21&t=qfaJJZ9SYdExbtDJ
5GhBrA



81 24/10/23 Amit Segal Journalist genocidal intent
"Don't forget for a second what Amalek did. Eradicate/ erase this evil - 
eradicate this evil from the face of the earth, not a centimeter less than this"

Hebrew https://www.hidabroot.org/article/1187582

82 30/10/2023 Kan News News Channel
civilian harm/ collective 
punishment

IDF distributes notes in Hebron: “In case you don’t surrender your weapons 
and stop the fire, hell’s gates will open upon you as it did  in gaza.”

Hebrew

83 No date Channel 14 News channel and website
genocidal intent  / civilian 
harm 

Israeli news Channel 14 displaying all Palestinian deaths in gaza as 
“terrorists eliminated” on front page also offering “videos of the bombings of 
Gaza and pictures of the destruction is gaza” titled “Gaza is on fire” (the 
page is updated daily to describe the number of gazans killed, buildings 
destroyed, number of attacks, and injured palestinians)

Hebrew https://special.now14.co.il/israel-wins/



No Date Author Position Topic Summary/Translation
Original 
Language 

Link

1 10/10/2023
Australian Jewish 
Association 

organization
genocidal 
intetent 

In a tweet: "Pure evil must be eradicated from this earth. Flatten it." English https://twitter.com/AustralianJA/status/1711684217632116899

2 11/10/2023
Beyadenu Returning 
to the Temple Mount

NGO
collective 
punishment 

The Beyadenu Temple Mount Movement: "In order to defeat Hamas, it's imperative to 
ban access to the Temple Mount for Muslims until the last of the hostages will be 
returned to Israel".

Hebrew 
https://twitter.com/danielseidemann/status/1712161208978010369?s=46&t=Ja
T3Sau_w01LZ8__9xYlLA 

3 11/10/2023 Arieh King Mayor of Jerusalem - official genocidal intent 
5 days have passed since Muslims carried out the greatest massacre.. of the Jews, on 
the land of IL.. yet @netanyahu refuses to.. wipe out the cities of terror from which 
those who massacred our brothers came out.”

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1723375973016457693

4 12/10/2023 Shon Weisman Israeli footballer

genocidal intent  
/ civilian harm / 
collective 
punishment

likes tweets such as "Can someone give me one logical reason why we don't drop 200 
ton bombs on Gaza", "There are no innocents, you don't need to warn them before you 
bomb, just wipe out Gaza", "The children of Gaza in 2014 became murderers in 2023" 
and "enough with the values, the mercy or humanity that needs to be shown towards 
them is over". - fans of Granada Spanish football team call for his release from the team

Hebrew https://sports.walla.co.il/item/3615455

5 12/10/2023 Doron Ben-David Actor
genocide / 
dehumanization

"Gaza must be erased!!! Erased!!! Including everything, without leaving a spec of dust 
from the place from which humanoid animals such as these people are coming out. 
Period."

Hebrew 
https://twitter.com/gilmishali/status/1710653974397780392?s=46&t=JaT3Sau_
w01LZ8__9xYlLA

6 13/10/2023 Settlers Settlers
genocidal intent/ 
civilian harm 

“Gaza is a cemeraty” - settlers calling for genocide Hebrew 
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CyWCrBkvv21/?igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA%3D
%3D

7 13/10/2023 Israeli citizens Israeli citizens
genocidal 
intetent 

In the biggest street in Tel Aviv, Israelis hung up signs that say "victory looks like 0 
people in Gaza," and "Genocide Gaza."

Arabic https://x.com/hiba_natour/status/1712811211639623817?s=20 

8 14/10/2023  Tzipi Navon Sara Netanyahu's Advisor Torture 

An adviser to the wife of Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu posted a violent 
rant on social media in which she fantasised about torturing to death residents of Gaza 
she said were involved in last weekend's killings in southern Israel.

English

https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/israel-palestine-war-sara-netanyahu-
advisor-torture-gazans-rant?utm_campaign=later-linkinbio-
middleeasteye&utm_content=later-38517353 | 
https://www.ynet.co.il/news/article/rjscwxobt 
&utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkin.bio

9 15/10/2023 Israeli settlers Israeli settlers civilian harm

Settlers circulated a message threatening to kill Palestinians if they hold a funeral for 
martyr Karam Dweikat, who was killed by the IOF. In the message, settlers cited that 
they killed 2 Palestinians during a funeral of 4 martyrs and repeated it would happen 
again if a funeral was held for Karam. 

Hebrew
https://twitter.com/aseelalbajeh/status/1713554524751733178?s=46&t=JaT3Sa
u_w01LZ8__9xYlLA

Database of Israeli Incitement to Genocide 
15th January 2024
Public Expressions

The information within this database is compiled from publicly available sources. While translations are included for heightened accessibility, their fidelity to the original text may not always 
be precise. Law for Palestine bears no responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the information provided. The organization apprehensively acknowledges that the statements 

documented in the database may collectively amount to potential evidence of a breach of the Genocide Convention. The ultimate adjudication of this matter is contingent upon the 
determination of a competent court.



10 16/10/2023 Hilltop Israeli settlers
extreme wing of youth 
settlers in Israel

civilian harm
In a whatsapp group, settlers circulated a photo of a baby with a target mark captioned 
“Eliminate today the terrorists of tomorrow.”

Hebrew (Translated to 
English by poster) 

11 17/10/2023 Arieh King Mayor of Jerusalem - official genocidal intent 
If the PM @netanyahu cared, or his ministers from the State of IL cared, there would 
have been 150K dead already in the Gaza Strip & not a single building in the Gaza Strip 
would have been left standing”

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1723375953244504193

12 17/10/2023 Eyal Golan Singer
genocidal intent  
/ civilian harm / 

"Erase Gaza, don't leave a single person there." Hebrew https://x.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301992841969877?s=20 

13 18/10/2023 Alex Daniel Entrepeneur 
forced 
displacement

On instagram "@itsalexdaniel" posted a picture captioned: "I present to you the new 
tourist and vacation city in the South (of Gaza) that is going to be built soon in Israel: 
Nova."

English https://www.instagram.com/p/CyiB_7bNmvT/

14 22/10/2023 Israeli Woman Israeli Woman dehumanisation 
 An Israeli woman MOCKS the thousands of Palestinian mothers in Gaza whose 
children were murdered in Israeli airstrikes & whose children are still buried under 
rubble as BOMBS continue to drop every 15 minutes

Hebrew 
https://twitter.com/jacksonhinklle/status/1715837494967800060?s=46&t=JaT3
Sau_w01LZ8__9xYlLA

15 22/10/2023 Eliyahu Yossian Researcher 
collective 
punishment 

"On the first night we had to take down 50,000 Gazans, blood revenge. Cabinet 
discussions later, humanitarian later, prisoners and missing persons later. The first 
check - blood revenge. This is what Ben Gurion knew."

Hebrew https://twitter.com/TOVnews1/status/1716092045012381790

16 23/10/2023 Ynet Israeli citizens
collective 
punishment 

Worshipers in a Chabad synagogue claimed that Arab students threw eggs at them and 
"played music at a high volume". On Saturday, hundreds of Jews arrived at the Netanya 
College dormitories - shouting "Death to Arabs" and complained about the building, 
from which the eggs were thrown, and after hours the Arabs were rescued. The college: 
"2 eggs were thrown, the other claims were dismissed." "Stand Together" movement: 
"Right-wing activists tried to carry out a lynching under the auspices of the war" 
(ANOTHER LINK: 
https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cy9Il6Mr41E/?igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA%3D%3D + 
https://twitter.com/AlonLeeGreen/status/1718347927108677943 +  
https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cy9Onm5rQtk/?igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA%3D%3D + 
https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cy9DUEDNc8a/?igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA%3D%3D  )

Hebrew 
https://www.ynet.co.il/news/article/bj7jwyofp?utm_source=ynet.app.ios&utm_
term=bj7jwyofp&utm_campaign=general_share&utm_medium=social&utm_con
tent=Header 

17 24/10/2023 Hanan Ben Ari Singer
forced 
displacement

"The renowned Israeli singer Hanan Ben Ari performed at an Israeli military base near 
the Gaza envelope, singing "We are returning to Gush Katif.”Gush Katif was an Israeli 
settlement situated in the heart of the Gaza Strip 18 years ago."

Hebrew
https://twitter.com/ytirawi/status/1716858424024006668?s=46&t=JaT3Sau_w0
1LZ8__9xYlLA

18 25/10/2023
Tzipi Navon

Office manager for PM’s Wife Torture intent
“I imagine the IDF catching all the terrorists & the residents of Gaza who took part in the 
massacre… & on live broadcast… smears them well with pig fat & begins torturing 
them.”

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219184499732724



19 25/10/2023 Eliyahu Yossian Researcher 

genocidal intent  
/ civilian harm / 
collective 
punishment

“On the first night, we should have taken down 50,000 Gazans, as a vendetta. Cabinet 
discussions later, humanitarian later, prisoners and missing persons later. The first 
check - vendetta. This is what Ben Gurion knew.”

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219211540390059

20 25/10/2023 Betzalmo Right wing NGO
collective 
punishment / 
genocidal intent 

"According to Betzalmo, a right wing NGO, the IDF ethical code should include these 
values:
""Enemies are eliminated and not neutralized
A population that supports terrorism is an enemy
I will pursue my enemies and overtake them and I will not return until they are 
destroyed"""

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1717219214145040617

21 26/10/2023 Israeli settlers settlers

gencoidal intent/ 
forced 
displacement/ 
civilian harm

Settlers threatened Palestinians in the West Bank of a second Nakba to take place. 
Flyers were left for citizens in Arabic and English (see link for text on flyers)

Hebrew
https://www.instagram.com/p/Cy3n5xxgFwn/?igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA%3D%3
D

22 29/10/2023 Eliyahu Yossian Researcher

genocidal intent  
/ civilian harm / 
collective 
punishment /  

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 29th 2023, at 
approximately 1h 30minutes: The enemy is not Hamas, it’s Gaza. The enemy is not 
Fatah, it’s the arabs in the West Bank. [we should act as] similar to Chechnya, where 
Russians bobmed and flattened Chechneya until chenchnyans realize “it’s not worth to 
think in [Islam] – Yinon Magal then asks: which means we should harm civilians? 
Yosian then says: There is no innocents in Gaza, when you say civilians - there is no 
[civilian population], there is 2.5 million terrorists, therefore there is no meaning to 
“knock on the roof” – the moment the [7th October] happened, in the first 10 hours after 
we should have eliminated 50,000 50 thousand Gazans, and I said that [in many news 
interviews], I said that on every possible platform. Yinon: how to kill 50,000 gazans? 
Yosian: you sent plans in four waves and you flatten [the area], this is called a 
Iranian/turkish model because we are in the middle east, not in the west. We then wake 
up the next morning, and we have Hasbara, and then have סגירת חשבון  [closure]. […] 
We didn’t do that because we don’t take an account that HAMAS IS NOT THE ENEMY, 
BUT ALL OF GAZA IS THE ENEMY. Yinon then asked the audience who agrees with 
the “eliminating 50 thousand Gazans notion – in which all of the audience raised their 
hands, Yinon Magal says: all the audience agrees and claps for him are heard.

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eo7sGN0ggO0&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvK
GYSbbGGHBzmxL8&index=409 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8
%D7%99%D7%95%D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/

23 29/10/2023 Eliyahu Yossian Researcher
 collective 
punishment / 
genocidal intent 

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 29th 2023, at 
approximately 1h 40minutes: Gazans cannot be bought – they will use all sources given 
to strengthen hamas and be a stronger enemy than before (loosely translated)

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eo7sGN0ggO0&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvK
GYSbbGGHBzmxL8&index=409 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8
%D7%99%D7%95%D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/

24 29/10/2023 Eliyahu Yossian Researcher
genocidal intent  
/ civilian harm 

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 29th 2023, at 
approximately 1h 40minutes~: When asked about if there is a way for Israel to win 
without killing 50 thousand civilians within the first 10 hours in a “middle eastern 
manner” Yosian: all of people that won wars for israel were Palmakh/Itzel troops of 
soviets (writer note: terrorist groups by definition – see 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irgun) [..] in a westernized method, you cannot defeat 
enemies of this sort (again, meaning middle eastern), in order to defeat a brutal enemy, 
you need to be more brutal than it. This is the middle east, we need fight in a middle 
eastern way.

Hebrew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eo7sGN0ggO0&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvK
GYSbbGGHBzmxL8&index=409 + 
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8
%D7%99%D7%95%D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/



25 30/10/2023 Rabbis Religious leaders

civilian harm / 
genocidal intent  
/ forced 
displacement 

“About 50 Jewish rabbis wrote in a letter to Netanyahu that there is no religious or moral 
objection to bombing Al-Shifa Hospital and its occupants if “enemies” are hiding inside” 
·        Israeli right-wing journalist Amit Segal shared a letter from 45 influential Israeli 
rabbis (initial list), addressed to “Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu May His Light 
Shine, the heads of state and security apparatus,” explicitly affirming the right of the 
state to bomb the Al-Shifa’ hospital in Gaza – the main hospital in the strip. “It is 
necessary to clarify, that also when the enemy hides behind a “human shield”, as with 
the information about the terrorist headquarters at the Shifa hospital in Gaza – there is 
no halachic [Jewish religious law] or moral prohibition, nor a legal one, for bombing the 
enemy after sufficient warning. And if under such action innocent blood will be spilled, 
the guilt will be solely on the heads of the cruel [Hamas] murderers and their 
supporters”.   There are several notable rabbis among the list of signatories who have 
advocated for the killing of “enemy babies” in the past. Rabbis Yitzhak Shapira and 
Yosef Elitzur explicitly wrote this in their 2009 book Torat Hamelech (King’s Torah), 
claiming that such babies can often be in the way of killing the enemy and that their 
killing is therefore permitted. In addition, they wrote their murder is permitted under the 
justification that these babies “will grow to harm us.”        One of the authors of Torat 
Hamelech, Yitzhak Shapira, rabbi of the Od Yosef Hai yeshiva in Yitzhar, is a signatory 
to yesterday’s letter (the yeshiva was notably recipient of Kushner family fund grants 
until 2011). Two other rabbis on the list of signatories, Dov Lior (first signatory, former 
rabbi of Kiryat Arba and spiritual mentor of Itamar Ben-Gvir 
(https://mondoweiss.net/2023/01/itamar-ben-gvir-is-trying-to-make-the-aqsa-compound-
a-shared-site/) and Yitzchak Ginzburg (third signatory, affiliated with Chabad 
movement) have endorsed the King’s Torah book. ·

Hebrew

https://www.instagram.com/p/CzCP0UXLMYx/?igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA%3D%3
D  https://mondoweiss.net/2023/10/israeli-rabbis-tell-netanyahu-that-israel-
has-a-right-to-bomb-al-shifa-hospital-in-
gaza/?utm_content=bufferfcc79&utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkedin&ut
m_campaign=buffer

26 01/11/2023 Oury Amos Cherki Rabbi

genocide / 
civilian 
harm/forced 
displacement/ 
occupying 
territory

“There is no justification for risking our soldiers, if the goal is to hand over Gaza to the 
criminals of the Palestinian Authority. The blood of Israeli youth should not be shed, if 
they do not return to rule the Gaza Strip, if no Jews settle there. We do not sacrifice 
human life on the altar of eliminating the Hamas leadership, in order to transfer the land 
of Gaza to the haters of Israel, Only a loss of territory will be considered a loss by our 
enemies. Only a return to our land will raise our stature. Please recover the leaders of 
the country, stop wasting the blood of Israeli youth. work for the elimination of Gaza 
without going into the alleys. Courage and bravery. This is what we must arm ourselves 
with at this time!”

Hebrew https://twitter.com/RavOuryCherki/status/1719713406050066491

27 01/11/2023 Irit Linur Author

genocide/ forced 
displacemnet/ 
occupying 
territory

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on November 1st 2023, at 
approximately 13:30 minutes: […] How Victory will look like? [..] the occupation of the 
Gaza strip. [..] I suggest occupying the strip and settle it again with Jews – Gush Katif.

Hebrew
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrZuQPI7Sz4 +  
https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8
%D7%99%D7%95%D7%98%D7%99%D7%9D/

28 02/11/2023 Diana Buttu Lawyer
genocidal intent/ 
civilian harm 

“Telegram channels used in the worst possible way.” Another Israeli telegram channel 
named “terrorists from another angle” posting and mocking the death of Gazan civilians 
who were killed by Israeli strikes, inciting for the death of their death and calling them 
“nazi terrorists”

Hebrew
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CzKN1fkNa8e/?igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA%3D%
3D

29 09/11/2023 Lior Narkis Popular Singer
genocidal intent  
/ civilian harm / 
incitment

Israelis should "walk into Gaza and slaughter them alive, burn them like they burnt a 
child in the oven. I'm willing to walk in there now." 

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1739641280462815611

30 12/11/2023 Eliyahu Yossian Researcher - Bitkhunistim
forced 
displacement

“Annexing areas C is a must thing… Annexing the northern part of the Gaza Strip is a 
must… It is important to note that the value of the land is not only biblical but gives us a 
geopolitical depth and a grip on the territory…” SCREENSHOT: 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/GCRxBbfWsAAdnLZ?format=png&name=900x900 AND 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/GCRxEE1W0AAm1eR?format=png&name=900x900

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1739641288864014667

31 12/11/2023 Hanan Ben Ari Singer

genocide / 
civilian harm / 
general racism / 
incitment

Hanan Ben Ari, IL pop singer, at a concert in the IDF base of Tzalim, chants for revenge 
and the return of Gush Katif. The soldiers answer with the famous right wing song 
calling for revenge: “Avenge but one of my two eyes from Palestine.”

Hebrew
Link 1: https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1737112334034944511          
Link2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2TajBxbZrWI

32 14/11/2023 Rabbi Shmuel Eliyah Rabbi
civilian harm / 
genocidal intent 

Rabbi Shmuel Eliyah, Chief Rabbi of Tzfat reiterates the words of his son Amichai 
Eliyahu, Heritage Minister, stating: : "A nuclear bomb on Gaza is indeed an option! They 
will not fire me, they wanted my son, but they will not fire me"

Hebrew (Translated to 
English by news 
website) 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/rabbi-backs-remark-by-his-son-a-far-right-
minister-that-nuking-gaza-is-an-option/

33 14/11/2023 Ariel Elharar
PR Consultant for Minister 
Ben Gvir

civilian harm /  
torture

“I had such fun today visiting with minister Ben Gvir in the wings of the Nazi Nukhba 
prisoners and seeing the men, children and elderly, sitting like mice, handcuffed in a 
small, dark cell with iron beds.” SCREENSHOT: 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/GCRxHKGXMAAkVoH?format=png&name=small

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1739641292777271794



34 17/11/2023 Kobi Perez Singer
genocidal intent  
/ civilian harm 

Kobi Peretz, a popular IL singer, was invited to sing for Golani soldiers. You can see 
him leading the famous anti-Palestinian chant: "may your village burn, may the Gazans 
burn".

Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQXF-3nTK0M&t=1s

35 17/11/2023 Ariel Zilber Singer
genocide / 
civilian harm 

Ariel Zilber, pop singer, visited reservists in the north and praised Meir Kahana - 
founder of the terrorist org. Kach. "Kahana was right Isn’t it right that Kahane was right 
Kahane is right He is also right today and he will be right tomorrow" 

Hebrew
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/OrBz6XKfD_4?time_continue=8&embeds_ref
erring_euri=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2F&source_ve_path=MjM4NTE&feat
ure=emb_title

36 17/11/2023 Kobi Perez Singer
genocide / 
civilian harm 

Kobi Peretz apparently loves the chant “may their village burn.” Here he is with the 13th 
Battalion of the Golani Brigade. Soldier’s are dancing with a torah scroll, chanting: “May 
their village burn, May Gaza be erased Gaza erased"

Hebrew
Link 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcH2o4c5KZY&t=1s                         
Link 2: https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1737112323456954730

37 13/12/2023 Danny Neumann
Sports commentator and 
former fooball player

genocidal intent  
/ civilian harm /  
forced 
displacement 

In an interview, on Israeli channel 13, Danny Neumann, a former football player, calls 
on the complete destruction of Gaza. Neumann categorically labels all the people of 
Gaza as terrorists, demanding their extermination: "They must be exterminated, all of 
them must be killed." He further proposes the complete levelling of Gaza to create a 
new settlements for Israel.

Hebrew
https://www.instagram.com/reel/C1SqNGsokie/?igsh=MWNzdnIwZGJybTRoMQ
%3D%3D

38 17/12/2023 David Azoulay Mayor of Metula - official
genocidal intent  
/ civilian harm

Israel should 'level Gaza and make it look like Auschwitz', says official David Azoulay, 
head of northern Israeli town, calls for besieged enclave to become a museum that 
'should resemble' the extermination camp in Poland. In a radio interview Sunday 
(December 17th) in which Azoulai said: “The whole Gaza Strip needs to be empty. 
Flattened. Just like in Auschwitz. Let it be a museum for all the world to see what Israel 
can do. Let no one reside in the Gaza Strip for all the world to see, because October 7 
was in a way a second Holocaust.”

Hebrew (Translated to 
English by news 
websites)

Link 1: https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/israel-palestine-war-level-gaza-
make-like-auschwitz-says-official                                                                                              
      Link 2: https://www.jpost.com/israel-hamas-war/article-778367

39 1.11.2023
IDF Soldier and 
Sarah Elbaz

IDF solider and his mother
genocidal intent/ 
civilian harm 

“There’s no Palestinian nation. No one wants them”An Israeli soldier preparing to fight 
in Gaza declared, “I think they should have a lot more of the bombing” and other 
controversial statements during an interview with Euro News. Meanwhile, his mother 
said that all Palestinians should be killed upon the safe return of Israeli hostages.

English
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CzIYGrwpK-
r/?igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA%3D%3D

40 10.11.2023
Captain Rabbi 
Amichai Freeman 

Rabbi of the training base of 
the Nahal Brigade

genocidal intent 
/ civilian harm / 
forced 
displacement

The Rabbi of the training base of the Nahal Brigade: Stated in a speech to soldiers: “our 
country, the whole country… including Gaza, Lebanon, the whole promised land… 
Gush Katif is so small compared to what we will achieve, with God's help” 
SCREENSHOT: 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/GBt1As0aEAAs4Rn?format=png&name=900x900 AND 
https://twitter.com/i/status/1723456612571005410 video

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1737112344273293414

41 15/11/2023 New York Times Newspaper article 
genocidal 
intetent 

"Calls for Gaza to be “flattened,” “erased” or “destroyed” had been mentioned about 
18,000 times since Oct. 7 in Hebrew posts on X... The cumulative effect, experts say, 
has been to normalize public talk of “erasing” the people of Gaza, ethnic cleansing, and 
the nuclear annihilation of the territory..."

English

Link 1: 
https://twitter.com/DalrympleWill/status/1724819050658681088?t=Ir50Jz
VXKzIkub9VzQjDXg&s=09                                                                                                                               
                                                      Link 2: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/11/15/world/middleeast/israel-gaza-war-
rhetoric.html?smid=nytcore-android-share

42 15/11/2023 Lior Narkis Popular Singer genocide "Gaza you black woman, gaza you whore" at an army base concert Hebrew https://www.instagram.com/michellesaahene/reel/CzsRWL0tyV_/

43 16/11/2023 Yossi Dagan

Head of the Samaria Council 
and part of a Coalition of 
Israeli right wing movements -
 "חומש תחילה" "נחלה" "אמונים" 
 Homesh) "ו"תורת לחימה
Tchila, Nechala, Emonim, 
Torat Lehima)

forced 
displacement

Settler leaders are planning a settlement in northern Gaza, Despite Netanyahu's 
opposition, a coalition of right-wing organizations calls for the return of settlements in 
Gush Katif. Head of the Samaria Council Yossi Dagan, who is coordinating the activity: 
"Victory over Hamas will be to take back our land - the north of the Gaza Strip first"

Hebrew https://www.ynet.co.il/news/article/h1jzcjqnt

44 18-19/10/2023
Public opinion 
Survey in Israel

Public opinion Survey in Israel civilian harm

“War in Gaza Public Opinion Survey (2)
18-19/10/2023” Survey conducted by the Israeli Democracy institution
Key point:
•To what extent do you think that Israel should take into consideration the suffering of 
the civilian Palestinian population in Gaza when planning the next phases of fighting 
there?
 47.5% of Jewish-Israelis said: Not at all
 35.9% of Jewish-Israelis said: Not so much
•Do you agree or disagree that when undertaking military operations, the IDF should 
ensure that it is not breaking international laws and rules of war? 33.6% of Jewish 
Israelis said: Somewhat agree
26.2% of Jewish Israelis said: somewhat disagree
19.4 of Jewish Israelis said: Strongly disagree

English https://en.idi.org.il/media/21835/war-in-gaza-public-opinion-survey-2-data.pdf

45 19/12/2023
Rabbi David Ben-
Porat

Rabbi

genocidal intent 
/ civilian harm / 
forced 
displacement

 Rabbi David Ben-Porat, from the Yeshiva Elon Moreh, raising the sign: “Gush Katif- 
We are back” in Gaza. 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/GBt1EIsboAASc58?format=jpg&name=large

Hebrew https://twitter.com/YehudaShaul/status/1737112348731846718

46 23/10/2023 Yaron reuven Tiktoker and Rabbi 

genocidal intent  
/ civilian harm / 
collective 
punishment / 
dehumanisation

You may think you’re being merciful to a child, but you’re not - youre being vicious to the 
ultimate victim this child will grow up to kill - erase every memory of “amalek” - meaning 
men women and children do not have the right to exist.

English https://www.tiktok.com/@ill..eagle/video/7293196107897818414



47 31/10/2023 Sarah Elbaz Mother of IDF soldier  civilian harm

"An Israeli mother sends her son to the battlefront, saying, “All Palestinians must be 
killed and Gaza and its hospitals must be destroyed.” Eviatar El-Baz, a conscript doctor 
who also specializes in bomb disposal, said before going to Gaza that the Israeli army 
“will make history.”
“Sarah El-Baz, Eviatar’s mother, says during his farewell that she supports “killing 
everyone” in Gaza, and bombing all sites, including hospitals. "From the Jordan River to 
the Middle East, this is ours, and we were promised that. There is no Palestinian state. 
No one wants them, so why us? Because we're good? We finished being good three 
weeks ago," she said. She added: "The only innocent people in Gaza now are the 229 
hostages who were taken. As soon as they return to Israel, we will bomb Al-Shifa 
Hospital and all the hospitals and all the tunnels and we will kill them all. The time has 
come. The world knows it. There is no debate about it. We are the center of the world 
now."

English and Arabic 

Link 1: https://nabdapp.com/t/127400579                                                                            
      Link 2: 
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CzFAOXmxMwu/igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA%3D
%3D                                                                                                                                                              
                  Link 3: 
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CzFG42YOYJz/?igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA%3D%
3D           
Link 4: https://twitter.com/ghadaoueiss/status/1719530220963635396?s=46

48 Unknown Israeli citizens Israeli citizens civilian harm
 A chat between Israelis: First user sending picture of rocket captioned "first shell in 
tank." Two other users then reply "Please pass it onto a family" and "You have excited 
me"

Hebrew

49 Unknown Israeli citizens Israeli citizens genocidal intent 

In a chat, Israelis are celebrating the bombing of gaza. The first comment says “gazans 
are reporting that the injured and the dead cannot even make it to the hospital”. 
Someone named שואה לעזה עכשיו replies a comment that translates to “holocaust to 
gaza now”.

Hebrew


